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I deem it of considerable importance
to the sheep men, and to the commun·
wealth, that your citizens engaged in the
sheep breeding iuuustry have got together and formed a state society to forward their interests.
Whether this society is of lasting good
depends entirely on its management—
societies rise and fall as they are managed. Your field, your opportunity is
vast; no similar body of men ever had a
better chance to succeed. Let me urge
you to push ahead with all your might.
But let me warn you to go slow. Perhaps the greatest danger tbat is likely
to come to you will be that under some
excitement or excess of zeal you will induce someone to go into the sheep business who knows nothing of it and who
has no natural ability to take care of
sheep. You will do well to keep constantly in mind the fact that it takes
more >kill aud less l.ibor to take care of
sheep thau of any other live stock. You
may lay down rules for their care, and
you should—rigid rules—but if you do
not possess the skill of the born shepherd, if you caunot see their wants by
instinct, almost, if you do not understand the sheep language, as it were,
keep out of sheep aud do not get any
nue in'o the business who is not a nat-

doe· not mean that yon and your fathers
have bred with each care that you are at
the top. The most of us have been tearing down rather than building up, and
we muat go to an extent to those who
have for generation· bred with a fixed
purpose. Of course, we must remember
that the ram is half the flock.
One of the things that will be likely to
disturb a society of this kind will be the
desire of some one who is an enthusiast
for some breed to get you to endorse his
breed. Don't do that. There is no best
breed of sheep. All the breeds are best
fur some place, or some conditions. As
a society, don't mix up in or with any
one kind.
I used to think there was but
one breed, and there isn't for me; but 1
have been beaten in the show ring, on
the butcher's block and in every way by
almost every breed under the sun, until
all the conceit is taken out of me. I
will stick by my favorites and win when
I can, but we must recognize the good
qualities of all breeds.
Your opportunities are great, your
energy and good judgment will make
We may yet see
your society a success
the ruugh hills of New Hampshire yieldand mutton
in
wool
ing a good revenue
9n land now covered with weeds.

Watering
ΓΟΕ

When heated.

HORSE NEEDS

A

SMALL

AMOUNT

OF WATEK TO COOL HI8 BLOOD.

L. P., California,
Jmead please give his opinion
writes:

Will Dr.

on

water-

ng the team as it is taken from work,
>efore putting in barn often sweating.
Two men do not agree on this; one
binks it injures the horse to water bebre standing a while to cool off, while
he other claims that the horse wants a
Iriuk as well as he does himself. Please
five your views in this, as theso men
one of them particularly) think what
Jr. Smead doesn't know is not worth

ionsidering.

you ask me has long
debatable one, horsemen seeming
ο be at great variance on the subject;
ret I candidly see no reason whatever of
iuch being the case. There is no doubt
whatever that when a horse is overheat·
rear
Ma«onic
Block,
Street,
Temple
>d and is famishing with thirst he will,
f allowed to drink all the cold water he
NORWAY.
Τ 'lephone Connection.
wants, drink to his injury. Yet because
iliis has happened in some man's ex)erience it does not follow that an exural shepherd.
Due other rock upon which you are
remely thirsty, fevered-up horse should
likely to split is in joining the associa- lot be allowed to have any water at all
intil he is cooled off. Right here comes
tion and then not attending its meetings,
η
another matter. Many men think
or performing the duties of a member.
and
:bat when sweat dries on a horse bis
So I say join the society, stick to it,
do jour part.
eraperature is luwered; but it is not
Let me suggest some of the ways that
rue, as a rule, when this horse has not
and >een allowed water to cool him off by
you may be of service to yourselves
I should place tirst the >eing rapidly taken into his blood to
to the state.
discussion of the question of raising :ool him.
man
It would be a very unwise thing (yet
rape. You may say to almost any
that there are two sides to the questiou nany do it) to feed a horse his grain beof whether he goes into the business of bre he is allowed water, when brought
raising sheep, but once he has a fiock η from his work extremely thirsty.
Sis stomach is in no condition to rethere are no two sides to the rape question. You must raise it, you cannot ceive food when hie system is fevered
in
this
The glands of his system canatToid to be without it. Rape
jy thirst.
South Paris, Maine.
climate, on such a year as this, is good iot secrete their normal supply of secrein the held up to the present time. The ;ions when the horse is fevered with
;hirst.
snow, the freezing, if you let it alone, do
Now, let some of the withbold-tbe-wano harm; and the sheep, if allowed, will
the snow. :er men tell us two things, or offer two
go daily to it, and dig it out of
FOR
their belief,
There is no teed that can take its place. jxplanations, sustaining
The results of feeding rape upon your l'he first is, by what means other than
mutton lambs for instance are better jiving a very thirsty horse water can his
than those of any grain ration that the u-mprrature be reduced to the normal;
most accomplished feeder can mix, both second, aro the meaus as safe and satisin growth and quality of the dressed factory as the judicious giving of water?
it qtiiwkly absorbed.
lamb. Rape-fed lainbs from the On- Water is nature's sheet ancbor in keeps is
el at Once.
tario Experiment Station stood the jour- ing the temperature of man or beast
;L,I:
eoothe*,
be digested with1 protects
ney to the slaughter house in Liverpool normal. Pood cannot
1«
better than i;rain fed. At the present out the aid of water. The blood cannot
.»·■(! iueiubuy no grain for your circulate freely except water is used to
iltiug from Catarrh and drives prices you should
tl >ck
Rape and borne grown turnips make it thin enough so that it can pass
1 !a the Head quickly, liestures
Full size should keep your animals in the pink of through the minute blood vessels. Every
■» of Taste ami StuelL
com
student of physiology knows this. Now,
l>ru^yiste or by mail. Liquid condition and at a very slight cost
ΐ Uni for use iu atomisers 75 cts.
pared to that of buying grain. So I say ill those being known facts, is it not
be of great service to the sheep the sensible—reasonable—thing for the
•r*. Γ)'ΐ Warren Street, New York.
you can
1
*1"»
>»t" noidinrr
i>ne in charge of a horse, when be comes
-O
IXJCtl
UJ j/uou.up,
in from his work warm and thirsty, to
rape.
I
( Ud^ifLriK,
H
Κ very flockmaster should have a field çive him water sufficient to relieve the
of turnips, uuless his circumstances are extreme thirst and lower his temperado ture?
against it. You may as a society,
That does not mean to allow him to go
well to encourage turnip raising. Clover
hay, the more the better. Mowed oats, to the trough and drink, as he will,
will furnish POORS ami WINDOWS of any dead ripe, make milk, when fed the aged twice as much water as needed to do
e or Style at reasonable prices.
in lamb ewe, to a wonderful degree. this. Evil results will likely follow if
Feed anything but timothy; never feed be be allowed to do so. The temperatimothy to a sheep. You can well push ture will be reduced not only to the
the doctrine of fresh air and light, but normal but much below it. Bis digesA dry place to lie down is tive organs will be so chilled by the wano drafts.
01
Inside
for
Finish
If In want of any kind of
Pine Lum
imperative, and the feeding places ter (if cold) as to be unfit to digest food.
> mtalde work, *end In your orders.
should always be clean. Clean snow is Thus, we see it is tweedle-dee and
<er as I Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
tweedle-dum. The fellow that allows
an ideal place ou which to feed sheep.
You may well preach the doctrine of the horse to engorge himself is right on
and Job Work.
regularity in feed. Make a time of day a par with the fellow who won't allow
It mat- the horse any at all. The common sense
to feed aud do not vary from it.
Matched PI·· Sheathing for Sale.
ters little whether you feed once, twioe, man will give his horse some water
seen when he is thirsty, and never have his
have
1
three or four times a day.
E. W.
horse sick; while the other fellow—the
as good results from feeding once a day
not vary. radical fellow—will be always having
Maine. as
*
any, but having a time, do
ijuner,
Your society may preach the doctrine more or less trouble by reason of sickof careful breeding. Perhaps the great- ness among his horses.
As for myself, I will say I never saw
est waste in your flocks to-day is caused
bv poor judgment and lack of purpose the horse so hot and thirsty that I would
meet the not give him some water; but I would
in breeding. Every day
For sale by
rucc and fir.
strangest freaks iu rnatiug farm animale, iio it by allowing him a few swallows—
but nowhere does it assume the gro- not over a gallon; then wait about ten
Α. K.ENNEY,
tet-que as it does in sheep breeding. I miuutes and give him another gallon,
Paris.
South
H»f
once kuew a young man who inherited a
and, an a rule, it takes a very thirsty
good bunch of sheep his father had for horse that will not be cooled off and hie
many years tried to build up a good type thirst quenched on two gallons of water
of what 1 call a "Canadian Leicester" —wtieu, if allowed, he will, under the
sheep, and had succeeded pretty well thirst, gulp down five or ten gallone.
when the young man took charge. The The needed thing in horse management
first thing he did was to turn in a Horn- is sensible action on the part of the one
Mail
I::e Government pays Railway
ed Dorset. He kept him two years, then having him in charge.—C. D. Smead,
Clerks $800 to $1,200, and other he tried a Rambouillette for two years, V. S., in Tribune Farmer.
employees up to $2,500 annually. and so on until he had nothing, conThe Other Side of Dehorning.
stantly breeding without a purpose in a
Γ 'if Sam will hold spring examinations
to
way. So you will do well
haphazard
a rule we find a strong sentiment
As
Mall
for
Kallway
«·" ·*!>■ ut the
country
push the doctrine of common sense in towards dehorning herds throughout the
I
i«. Custom House Clerks, Stenographer»,
breeding.
other
state, but calling at the farm of Mr.
I'
..'fier*. Departmental Clerks and
You could publish the facts concern- Chas. E. Jones of Corinna, the well
Thousands of appoint
fut Positions.
woman
or
He
man
knew.
1
man
that
will l>e niaae.
a
Any
kuown breeder of thoroughbred Hoiing
young
"
-, lu
Uy or Country can get Instruction
a back farm for $1200 and ran in
steins recently, we got an opinion on
-<>'Herniation by writing at once to the bought
suited
was
It
of
it.
the
most
for
debt
Building,
the other side. Mr. Jones says that he
f Instruction, ,Μβ-S, llamlin
Λ /ureter. X. Y.
to sheep, our hill farms are. He bought has had all tbe dehorning he wants, and
100 ewes, looking out for those which contrary to the general experience, he
had plenty of room for their dinner as says that dehorning makes stock vicious
well as room for the heart. He did not and he hae had more trouble with demind if a ewe was well along in years; horned cattle aod more damage doue by
,f she was all right in other ways, he them, in a few years than he has ever
knew she would be a better mother for had iu bis entire experience from cattle
her age aud more likely to bring up that had not been deprived of their
twins if she had them, than some young horns. Mr. Jones has his tieup full of
He tried to get ewes with a fleece fine thoroughbreds, and hie experience
ewes.
that would be classed as "middle wool
ought to be worth taking into account.
the
so as not to have to get them in, in
He says tbe moment you deprive creatPersons
wilt!
or
skittish
a
He avoided
ures of the weapons nature has given
•«a:-fiT aoilreable «train Is raising havoc with storms.
nor*
no
high-priced them to defend themselves it makes
t»f nptls nerve.
In time come headaches,
animal, but he bought
" »ef»« m i other ailments
Prevention Is betHis rams he selected out of na- them wild and unreasonable and the
stock.
ter tli^s cure. "Let us do the preventing."
tive flocks and tried to get strong as quality of self protection asserts itself
OPTOMETRIST,
well as stylish ones, but he did not pay and they do much greater injury in
extra prices.
banting than they would be apt to do
PARMENTER,
He bought a brood mare and a cow with horns.—Turf, Farm and Home.
Norway, Maine.
He built his open sheep
and a pig.
sheds with such lumber and boughs as
An intelligent New Hampshire farmer
he could pick up. He put in five acres
of oats, and on the back side of hie field said to the writer recently, "I feed enA. o.
in some rough land he put five acres of silage liberally. I cannot keep bouse
15 years expert Watch- rape. He planted an acre of corn and without it. I emptied my silo filled
his potatoes and garden. He had his with Learning and opened one filled
maker with
mowed oats to feed when the rape was with fiint corn, the ears being out with
Kennard étCo., Boston.
and a the stalks, and within four days cut my
gone. His corn made hie pig
little more, and he raised a colt. By grain down one half while my milk flow
Christmas he bad 98 lamb* that aver- increased. There's more money for me
All Work
the
aged within a pound of 100 pounds each in flint corn silage than in any of
Guaranteed.
and he got 6 1-2 cents per pound for dent varieties. In this part of New
them. He sold #150 of wool and he England we have no use for dent corn
A little out of the way saved three of his best ewe lambs. He silage." This is experience, not theturned off the flrst year almost 91000 ory. and those who are urging Maine
but it pays to walk.
He had worked out enough to pay for farmers to experifnent with dent corn
he sheared bis own may well turn their attention to improvems, WATCHES. CLOCKS all the hired help,
and if occasion required dressed ing tbe already established flint variesheep,
AND JEWELRY.
In a few years he had ties. You cannot get away from exone for market.
well stocked, good perience no matter how good the theory.
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
a well equipped farm
was out of —Maine Farmer.
buildings and tools, and
debt. But he was a natural shepherd,
bis sheep.
he could almost talk with
The
Reporting Board of the
Shepherds, like poets and fishermen, Bureau Crop
of Statiatioa of the United States
must be bom that way.
Fir·* Class Fare fl.OO.
to- Department of Agriculture estimates
Your society might do something
the numbers and values of farm animals
Staterooms fl.OO.
wards bringing in new blood, but that
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN and should be taken up with a lot of care on farms and ranges In tbe United
Comuse- States on Jan. 1, 1910, as follows:
SUel Steamer GOVERNOR DISGLEY
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but by taking care to select good 70,000;
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breeders
for
stock
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days at 7 p. u., for Portland.
flocks. It is all right to spend money
In average value per head»
Through tickets on aale at principal to get new blood when you really need 6,385,000.
mules Increased
well at home. horses increased $12.65;
railroad stations.
it but often you can do as
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all pure breeds 112.00; miloh cows
of
breeds
sheep,
lines.
ratss
as
low
other
as
All
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Freight
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She'll get used to It after a llttto, bat
It takes time."
Orde examined her face anxiously.
Two bright red spots burned ou her
cheeks; her eyes flashed with a nervous animation.
She smiled up at him.
"We have to pay for the good things

IN

the course of the happy moments
he had aloue with Carroll, Orde
arrived at a more intimate plane
He
of conversation with her.
came to an understanding of her unquestioning acceptance of Mrs. Bishop's attitude. Carroll truly believed
that none but herself could perform
for her mother the various petty offices
that lady demauded from her next ot

kin and that her practical slavery was
due by every consideration of filial af
feetlou. In his hotel room he brooded
over the state of affairs until his
thoughts took a very gloomy tinge in
deed. To begin with, in spite of his
mother's assurance he had no faith

His acquaintance
in his own cause.
with Carroll was but an affair of
months, and their actual meetings
comprised incredibly few days. Orde
It did
was naturally humble minded.
not seem conceivable to hiiu that he
could win her without a long court

ship.

And

superadded was the almost
weight of Carroll's ideas as

intolerable
to her domestic duties.
Nevertheless, at the very moment
when lie had made up his mind that It
would be utterly useless even to In
dulge in hope for some years to come,

he spoke. II came about suddenly and
entirely without premeditation.
The two had escaped for a breath of
air late in the evening. Following the
convention^ they merely strolled to the

end of the block and back, always
within sight of the house. Carroll was
in a tired aud pensive mood. She held
her head back, breathing deeply.
"It's only a little strip, but it's the
stars," said she, looking up to the sky

between the houses. "They're so quiet
and calm und big."
She seemed to Orde for the first
time like a little girl. Δ wave of tenderness lifted Orde from his feet. lie

leaned over, his breath coming quickly.
"Carroll!" he said.
She shrank back.
"No, no! You mustn't!" she cried.
She did uot protend to misunderstand.
"It's life or death with me," lie said.

not!" she cried, fluttering
like a bird. "I promised mysolf long
ago that I must always, always take
care of mother."
"Please, please, dear," pleaded Orde.
He had nothing more to say than this,
the simple incoherent symbols of
"1

must

just

pleading, but in such crises it is rather
the soul than the tongue that speaks.
His hand met hers and closed about it.
"Don't you care for me, dear?" asked
Orde very gently.
"I have no right to tell you that." an
swered she. "I have tried, oh, so hard,
to keep you from suylng this, for 1
kuew I had no right to hear you."
"You do care for me!" he cried.
They had mounted the steps and

stood Just within the vestibule.
"Carroll," cried Orde, "tell me that
you love me! Tell me that you'll marry
me!"
"It would kill mother if I should
leave her," she said sadly.
"But you must marry me." pleaded
Onle. "We are made for each other.

God meant us for each other."
"It would have to be after a great
many years," she said doubtfully.
"Good night. Come to me tomorrow."
She slipped iuside the half open door.
Orde turned away and walked up
the street, his eyes so bliuded by the
greater glory that lie all but ran down
Then as the
an Inoffensive passerby.
first effervescence died a more gloomy
view of the situation came uppermost.
To his heated imagination the dead
lock seemed complete. Carroll's devotion to what 6he considered her duty

appeared uubreakable. And then bis
fighting blood surged back to his heart.

The fever of the argument coursed
through his veins ail that long night

morning.

He entered the drawing room to find
her seated at the piano. His heart
bounded. She did not look up until he
stood almost at her shoulder. Then
she turned and held out both her

hands.

"It is no use, Jack," she said. "I
care for you too much. I will marry
you whenever you say."

her doorstep.
This went on several days.
Orde saw that the strain was begiuulng to tell. Carroll's worried expression grew from day to day.
From Gerald at his club Orde sought
more intimate news of what was going
on.

Little by little Orde's eager ijueslious drew out the truth of the situaMrs. Bishop had shut herself
tion.
up In a blind and Incredible obstinacy,
whence she sallied with Hoods of complaints. tears, accusations, despairs, reproaches, vows, hysterics—all the battery of the woman misunderstood. If
Carroll undertook to say anytldug the
third woid would start her mother off

And as a climax she had assumed the
Impregnable position of a complete
prostration, wherein she demanded the

minute care of au iuvulid in the crisis
of a disorder. The mere mention of
the subject nearest Carroll's heart
brought the feeble complaint:
"Do you want to kill rue?"
The only scrap of victory to be
snatched from this stricken lield was

the fact that Carroll insisted

to

meet

her

lover

every

on

going

afternoon.

Though he fretted under the tyranny,
Orde could see nothing which could

relieve the situation save his own
Ile had already long
withdrawal.
overstayed his visit. Important affairs
connected with his work demanded
his attention. He had the comfort of
Carroll's love assured.
The morning after he had reached
this conclusion he again met Gerald

at the gymnasium.
"Orde," said Gerald suddenly. "I'm
Mother has
worried about Carroll.
It
commenced bothering her again.
wasn't bo bad as long as she stuck to
daytime, but now she's taken to prowlI hear
in a dozen times α night.

ing

their voices for au hour or so at a
time. I'm afraid it's beginning to wear
on Carroll more than yon realize."
"Thank you." said Orde brk»Uy and

departed.

At his hotel Orde found a telegram.
He did not open it until he had reached
It was from home,
his own room.
urgiug his immediate return for the
acceptance of some contracted work.
"To h— with the contracted work!"

muttered savagely and, calling a
an answer very much to
that effect.
He was interrupted by a knock on
he

bellboy, 6cut

the door.
"Come In!" he called without turning
his head.
He heard the door open and shut.
After a moment he looked around.
Kendrick Bishop stood watching him.
Orde looked at him curiously and saw
that he was suffering from an intense
His
excitement.
frame trembled
convulsively; his

lips

white;

were

his face went red
and pale by turns.
"You've got to
let my mother
alone," he man-

He looked at them expectantly.
"The very thing!"
"O.b. no!" cried Orde and Carroll In

com-

to say final"You've
ly.
brought her to
th e
point of
death. You're
hounding her to
her

a young clergyAt the
with two young girls.
sight of Carroll these latter rushed forward and overwhelmed her with en-

They fomd waiting

he led her.
"This thing has got to

quit."

—

up opposite a browustoue dwelling.
The throe were ushered' by a discreet
and elderly maid into a little square

reception

room.

"I have brought you here, among
•tther purposes, to hear from me a little brief wlhdiim drawn from experience aud the observation of life," Gerald began, addressing his expectant
"That wisdom
aud curious guests.
is briefly this: There comes a time in
the affairs of every household when a
must assert himself as the ruler,
lu all the details he may depend on

.uau

w^ld

should also have put their
season's cut afloat.
the
The ice went out early, when
«ben tn
river ran clear In its *wer reaches be
took his rear crew to Carlln s r< *1
This crew was forty in number, a
tough band ol
weather beaten, scarred in numerous
fights or by the backwoods scourge of
owners

Lrt bitten,

Tétera^
21

bard looka flicker

lug lot, with bloodshot eyes,

of tbe daredevil in expression, beyond
the first youth, hardened Into an enduring toughness of fiber—bad men
froui the Saginaw in truth and, unless
Orde was mistaken, men just off a
drunk and therefore especially dangerous, men eager to fight at the drop of
tbe hat and peudy to employ all the
terrifying weapons of tbe rough and

tumble.
"Who's your boss?" asked Orde.
"The Rough Ited," a man snarled.
Onle bad heard of this man, of his
personality and his deeds. Like Silver
Jack of the Muskegon, his exploits bad
been celebrated in song. A big, broad
faced man, with α red beard, strong as
a bull and savage as α wild beast. It
was said that while Jobbing for Morrison & Daly in some of that firm's Saginaw valley holdings the Hough lied
discovered that α horse had gone lame.
He called the driver of that tea in before him, seized an iron starting bar

«nallix». compact.
lovai, outspoken and free to cr,tlclhf~
to short, men to do great tblnpinuto
η atrong leader™ b™k
and with It broke the man's leg. "Try
been
rollways began. Tbe togs
tb' lameness yourself, Barney Mallan,"

^

flow of water; the
on.

_

ready

to

ro.l·

down at the urging of the men.
Klrxt the entire crew by means of its
the lower logs Into the
to be rapidly borne .TO
cur
Some tier» would be emck together by
considerable prying and haav

J„"VolM
'nt

wTud

»U

Orde detailed

eight to drop below In order that
lM river ml,,,, run ctor »

or

U»^

take°up the^ask.

These mon walked
to the edges of the rollway. rolled a

"Uoodby.nliC said.
Neither master nor man made
any friends. Carroll and Urdu, out for
a walk, passed this quaint little place.
"Jack," she begged, "I want a little
house like that for our very own."
"We can't afford it, sweetheart."
"Not to own," she explained, "just to
rent. It will he next best to having a

pletely.

Il

M

Y sweetheart," said Orde.
"Poor mother! 1 wonder
liow she'll take It."
In the hallway of the

Bishop house Orde kissed her.
"Be brave, sweetheart," said he, "but

remember that now you're my wife."
Orde sat lu the dim parlor for what

seemed to be an Interminable period.
Occasionally the souuds of distant
voices rose to his ear aud died away
again. Finally he heard the rustle of
and turned to see the
the

portieres

dim form of the general.
"Bad business! Bud business!" muttered the old man. "It's very hard on
me.
Perhaps you did the right thing.
You must be good to her, but I cannot
counteuance this affair. It was most

home of our own."

"We'd have to have

a

girl, dear."

afford

said Orde. "and we can't
that yet."
"A girl!" she cried indignantly.
"You couldn't do the housework and
the cooking," said Orde. "You've never done such a thing in your life, and
I won't have my little prirl slaving."
"It won't be slaving; It will be fun.
even

just like playing housekeeping." protested Carroll. "And I've got to learn
I was brought up most
some time.
absurdly, and I realize It now."
high handed, sir!"
"We'll see." said Orde vaguely.
Finally, after another Interval, CarLater Carroll brought the subject up
roll returned. She was sobbing viofor the again, armed with sheets of paper
and
him
to
came
She
lently.
with figures showing how
moment hid her face against Ills covered
much cheaper it would be to keep
breast. After a little she controlled
herself.

"Jack, we must go tonight. She—she
has ordered me out of the house and
says she never wants to see my face
again." She broke down for a second.
"Oh, Jack, she can't mean that! And
she's very bitter against Gerald. Oh, I
told her It wasn't his fault, but she

sent for that odious
rector, you know—
her. I believe he's
did not go to him."
"Can't you just pack a bag and leave
It's about
the rest until tomorrow?

won't listen. She
Mr. Merritt—her
and he supported
angry because we

hungry time."

"She says I must take every stitch
belonging to me tonight."
They packed trunks until late that
night. Carroll and Orde walked to-

gether to the hotel. Next morning

an

Interview with Gerald confirmed them
In their resolution of immediate departure.
"She is set in her opposition now.
and at present she believes firmly that
her influence will separate you."
Gerald smiled his flne smile.
"Goodby," said he. "Going to a train
Is useless and a bore to everybody."
Carroll threw herself on his neck In

house than to board.
"You certainly make out a strong
"If
case—on paper," laughed Orde.
you buy a rooster and a hen and she
raises two broods, at the end of a year
you'll have twenty-six, and if they all
breed, even allowing half roosters,
you'll have over 300, and if they all
breed you'll have about 3,500, and If"—

"Stop, stop!" cried Carroll, covering

her ears.
"All right," agreed Orde equably,
"but that's the way it figures. Funny
the earth isn't overrun with chickens,
isn't it?"
Two days later Orde took her one
block up the street to look at a tiny
little house tucked on a fifty foot lot
beneath the shadow of the church.
"It's mlghy little," said he. "I'll have
to go out in the hall to change my collar."

They ended by renting the little
house, and Carroll took charge of It
delightedly. What difficulties she overcame and what laughable and cryable
mistakes she made only those who
have encountered a like situation could
realize.

"Kind of fun being married, isn't

It?" said he.
"Kind of,"

she

gravely.

admitted, nodding

The business of the firm was now In
Boom arrangements had been
made. I he tugs were In the water, suppiles and equipments were stored
away, the foremen of the crews engaged and the crews themselves pretty
well picked out. Almost before they
knew it January and February had

shape.

down.
"We must pack up. sweetheart." said
Orde.
"It's only yesterday that we came."
t he cried regretfully.
At Redding they explored together
for three days the delights of the old
fashioned house. Then Orde assumed
his woods clothes and marched off
down the street, carrying his bag on
Ills back.
"He looks like a conqueror of wildernesses," cried Carroll, straining her
eyes after his vanishing figure. Suddenly she darted after him. She elasprd him by the shoulders.
"Goodby." she said. "You'll take
better «-are of my sweetheart than you
ever did of Jack Orde, won't you,

"And write your daddy, Carroll."
ilear?"
It would be a very bad business. And
write
And
to
her.
be
sir,
good
you,
your daddy, Carroll. He'll be lonesome
for you." He blew bis nose very loudly. "Here, my dear, open this envel-

"Our

only wedding present!"

THE

winter mouths were spent at
Monrovia, where Orde and his

wife lived for a time at the hotel.
Carroll soon became acquainted with
Monrovia conthe life of the place.
«isted of an upper stratum of mill
owners and lumber operators, possessed of considerable wealth and some
cultivation; a gawky middle estate of

storekeepers and the lumber mill op
The class first meutloned
eratlves.

small coterie, among
comprised
whom Carroll soon found two or thre<·
Fuller, wife of the
a

congeuiale—Edith

Dank cashier; Valerie Cathcart, whose
susband had been killed In the civil
leadwar; Clara Taylor, wife of the
and. strange.ug lawyer of the village,
the six:y enough, Mina Heimcman,
teen-year-old daughter of old HeinzThough later
man, the lumberm'in.
the old German and Orde locked in
the

river, they

eerious struggle
contiuued to meet socially quite
ou

a*

whine^l

Thr.eeX^"nd day
SûgwItbÏimCbarll..
*%£%£·££*

bad

atjaal
their
orde

the cook o,

aJ™0,. ^ Dcnn|Ug.

days late after

of'sixty

bad men
have been sent
Snclnaw
►
tl
from ♦Ιιλ
ht and anuuy
nt,u
by Helnzmau Just to flu
U3."
••Well, whom are they.
crew

■

"Kg Um'oaer

and let'» bear th.

I bey's goin· to fight uidraise
why wonld be

Sp'forty'

n^.

^
of hl(4-u

at the headwaters? He only own.
up there, and it am i more η

a

half cut

anyway."

"I didn't know he owned any."
Lie bought that little
"Yes, sir.
Johnson piece last whiter."
"Is he breaking out his rollwaye he-

low?" Orde asked Denning.
"No. sir." struck In Charlie, "he
lin't."
"How do you happen to be so wise?"

Inquired

Orde.

"Well," explained Charlie, "when I
got back from the woods last week I
just sort of happened Into McNeill's
place. I wasn't drlnkln' a drop!" he
:rl4d virtuously In answer to Onle's
ι mile.

"Of course not," 6ald Orde.
Just thinking of the last time

"I was
we were

In there together."
"That'· Just it!" cried Charlie. "They
was always sore at you about that.
Well, in blew old man Helnzman and
I Just lay low and
McNeill himself.
heard their talk. They dkln't see me,
so they opened her up wide."
"What did you hear?"
"Well, McNeill he agreed to get a
gang of bad ones from the Saginaw
to ruu In on the river. And McNeill
said, 'That's all right about the cash,
Mr. Helnzman, but I been tlggerln' on

even with Orde for some myHe's payln' them $4 a day.
self.'
Now, who'd pay that fer Just river
work?"
Orde nodded at Jim Denning.
"Why
"Hold on, Charlie," said he.
are you giving all this away If you
were working for Heinzman?"

gettln'

"I'm worklu' for yon now," replied
"And, besides,
Charlie with dignity.

you helped me out once yourself."
"If that crew's been sent In there It
means only one thing at that end of
the line," said Orde.
"Sure. They're sent up to waste out
the water In the reservoir and hang
this end of tho drive," replied Denning.
"What would you do?" asked Orde.
"Well," said Denning slowly and
with a certain grim Joy, "I don't bet
those Saginaw river pigs are any more
two fisted than the boys on this river.
I'd go up and clean 'em out"

"Won't do," negatived Orde briefly.
"In the first place, as you know very
well, we're short handed now, and we

can't spare the
the second

"It Isn't a

the

which they

TlrVd .be° rldera'aKer

men

place,

from the work.
we'd hang up

fair game.

Delay will

off the work
will hang us. I've got to see what can
be done by talking to them.''
"Talking!" Denning snorted. "You
might as well whistle down the draft
pipe of hades! They'll kill you. sure!"
"I'm scared. I'm willing to admit It
But I don't see what else to do. Of
course he's got uo rights, but what

bang

as

on

in tb.

sure.

OltDE
I

^ηΓτίΓΐ.ΐβ

In

ope when yon are well started. It may
help cheer the Journey."
He hurried them through the gate.
Carroll opened the envelope. It contained a check for $1,000.
"Dear old daddy!" she murmured.

said he

grimly.
A carriage rolled near and discharged its single passenger on the pave-

workJ
else^

rt'riw (nil.

quotation in
We burnt frvm the
these words.
room.
"What do you
want me to do?" asked Orde after a
moment of thought.
"Go away," cried Kendrick.
"I cannot do that."
Keudrick's face assumed a livid pallor, and his eyes seemed to turn black
with excitement. Trembling In every
limb, but without hesitation, he advanced on Orde, drew a short riding
whip from beneath his coat and slashed the young mau across the face.

Orde did not attempt as yet to draw
from her the cause of this unusual
A park bench stood beagitation.
tweeu two dense bushes, ecreeued
from all directions save one. To this

woul^^?tork

some

awav.

Orde thought to
catch the echo of

ming.

The rear crew being farthest up
stream. Orde hud taken the contract
to break the rollwaye be °nging t
Carlln. which
bank. Thus he could get to
mediately at the breakup and with
The
out waiting for some one
lumber in Carlln> drlve
keep
the men below busy until Uie other

"Z with them, side

dearments.
In fifteen minutes the little party
separated amid a chatter of congratuMr. and Mrs. Orde drove
lations.

grave."

from the room.
"Poor youugster!" Orde murmured.
The next day Carroll came to him
with hurried, nervous steps, her usually pale cheeks mounting danger sig
nais of flaming red, her eyes swim-

himself.

crew

dirty, unkempt, unshaven,

J™

man

of passionate weeping.
At the station the general appeared.
"There, there!" he fussed. "If your
mother should hear of my being here

aged

to Tom tforth. the walklng boe».
Until the logs should be well adrlit
Ο rile had resolved to boes th. rear

fully

hauled to the d«», where they wire
banked In pile» twenty
thirty feet in height. The bed of the
stream ltaelf »·■ Oiled with them for
-,
u mile. »Ja>c ·. a narrow channel left
le tQ all0W f4)r
down through the u.

ment

an excess

tne the favor to accompany me on a
short excursion."
The three—Carroll aud Orde sometook their seats.
what bewildered
After an interval the carriage drew

bright smile.
"Things aren't qolte right at home,"
she said. "It is a great shock to poor
mother at first, and she feels very
strongly. Oh, it isn't yon, dear; It's
the notion that I can care for anybody
but her. Tou see, she's been used to
the other Idea so long that I suppose
it seemed a part of the universe to her.

iisposal."

impassive,
servant, who took charge of him

Into one of her long and hysterical
tirades. Her child had disobeyed her.

ment.
"It's Gerald.·" cried Carroll.
The young mau, catching sight of
them, picked his way daintily and
leisurely toward them.
"I have brought," said he, "a carriage. and I wish you would both do

UDE fouud a note at the hotel
the next day asking him to be
In Washington square at hall
past 2. Carroll met him with a

ported

in iife, don't we, dear? And (hey are
worth it. We must not be too Impa- unison.
Ten minutes later the three passed
tient. Now, let's enjoy the day."
into the back apartAt 5 o'clock Orde took her back to through the door

Orde looked steadily at the boy. Once
again Kendrick hit, raised his arm for
Ills lips
the third time, hesitated.
writhed, and then, with a sob, be cast
the little whip from him and burst

"J will marry you whenever you say."
until daylight found him weary and
fevered. By a tremendous effort he restrained himself from guiug over to
Ninth street until the middle of the

of one and
the woman's judgment, experience and usual, and the daughter
never suspected
other
the
wife
of
the
the
knowledge, but when It comes to
big crises, wlicre life is deflected Into anything out of the ordinary.
Newmark received the news of hie
one channel or the other, then, unless
without surprise,
the mun does the deciding, he is lost partner's marriage
in his eye.
forever and his happiness and the hut with a sardonic gleam
conversed politecalled
He
promptly,
on
who
of
those
depend
happiness
theu took his
him. This is abstruse, but I come to ly for a half hour and
leave.
the particular application shortly."
"How do you like him?" asked Orde.
"This may be all very true, Gerald,"
"He's a very shrewd man."
said Orde, "but I fail to see why you
Orde laughed.
hare brought us to this strange house
"I don't dislike him," said Carroll.
to tell it."
But
"I've
not a thing against him.
"In a
moment," replied Gerald.
never be in the slightest de"Have patience. Believing that thor- we could
He and I don'toughly. I have come In the last twen- gree sympathetic.
don't"—
a
decision."
hours
to
ty-four
"Don't Jibe," Orde finished for her.
He produced a paper and a package
"I didn't think you would. Joe's not
from his inside pocket.
"I have here," he went on suddenly, much of a society bug."
Newmark had rented a small one
"marriage papers duly made out. In
situated Just off Mnlu
this package Is a plain gold ring. In story house
Into this he retired as a snail
the next room is waiting by prear* street.
At first he took his
Into its shell.
rangement a very good friend of mine
meals at the hotel, but later he imIn the clergy. Personally I am at your
secretive manan

us.

Taking

men

made bis dlspositlom
good does that do us
general disposes of his Is
gone? And, Jim,
At this point five men
hang this drive I'll be

army.
could keep the river clear; at
that rapid it would requlce twenty,
and yet an emergency might call for
thirty. Those thirty must not be beyond reach. Among the remoter wildernesses every section must have Its
The crews of each
driving camp.
would be expected to keep clear and
running their own "beats" on the
river. As fast as the rear crew should
overtake these divisions either it

would absorb them or the members
of them would be thrown forward beyond the lowermost beat, to take
charge of a new division downstream.
A walking boss would trudge the river
trail or ride the logs holding the corOrde
relation of these many units.
himself would drive up and down the

river, overseeing the whole campaign

Orde found himself rather short
handed.
He had counted on three
hundred m»*n for his crews, but scrape
and scratch as he would be was unable to gut her

over

250.

However.

Inter, when the woods camps should

break up, he would pick up more men.
"They won't be rlvermeil like ray

qld crew, though," said Orde regret-

after our water
my son, If we
burled so deep I
never will dig myself out
No; I've
got to go."

Jim Uourkel" crlctl Onlc

nppenl to the charity of
would be utterly useless.
Orde saw this poiut. He picked up his
reins and g^ioke to his team.
A huge riverman planted himself
eijuardy in the way. The others, rising, slowly surrounded the ritf.
Fie drove deliberately abend, forcing
the men to step aside, and sto|«j>ed Ids
Mid be.

luub

To

man

a

horses by :i stub. lie tied them tliero
and descended. A huge form appeared above the river bank.
Orde tnade out the great square ligure of the boss, his soft hat. his darning red beard, his dingy macklnaw
coHt, his dlnpy black and white checked flaunel shirt, his dfn^y blue trousers
tucked into hl?h socks, and, instead of
driving bo« Is, his ordinary Ititntierman's rubbers. In a moment he thrust
through the brush and stood before
He stared at the young man,
Orde.
und then, with a wild Irish yell, leap-

ed upon him. Orde. caught unawares,
was unable to struggle against the gib.u !»
gantic riverman. lie was pinned
against the wall, and (lie (ΙοιίμΙι Red's
ο v.
face was within two feet υΓ b.s
"And how are ye, ye ould ·!..ι ..;it
shouted tiie latter, with a roll uf oaths.
"Why, Jim Bourke!" cried ur«!«·
The Rough Red Jerked him to his
on the
feet and pounded him mightily
back.
"You ould snoozer!" he bellowed.
"Where th" blaukety blank did ye
to the
come from? Byes," lie shouted
"It's me ould boss on th' Au
men,

six

Sable

back- that

year

lime,

mind, whin we had th' ice Jain!
be, but I'm glad to see ye!"

you'd

"I didn't know

ye

Glory

turned into the

Rough Red." laughed Orde.
The Rough Red grinned.
"What have ye been doin'?"
"That's Just it. Jimmy," said Orde,
of
drawing the slant one side, out

"All my eggs are in one
shot.
basket, and It's a mean trick of you
to hire out for tiltby lucre to kick that
basket."
"What do ye mane?" asked the
Rough Red.
"You don'! mean to tell me," countered Orde, "that this crew has been

ear

sent up here Just to break out those
measly little roil ways?"
Red.
"Thitn?" said the Rough
"Thiin? Not much! Thim's my bodyIn
guard. They can lick their weight
wild cats, and I'd loike well to see th'
that intists this
gang of highban Iters
We wire
«ι·»·· t«i npv tiiiin out.
«lut liero to foigbt. .Mo boss and til'
sucker that's drolven this river ban
ou!"

a row

"Jimmy,"

said

mentioned?

I'm

know that I

am

Onle, "didn't you
the gentleman Inst
driving this river,

and that's my dam-keeper you've got
hid away somewhere here, and that's

to waste!"
my water you're planning
"What?" In η tone of vast astonishhis
ment, the Rough Rod mentioned
probable deserts lu the future life.
"Luk here. Jack." said he after a
water
moment, "here's a crew of white
blrlers that ye can't beat nowberee.
We're
What do ye want us to do?
ν
$4 η day and board ir«.m
now

gettlr.'

that murderln' ould villain Ileluzman,
for ye
so we can afford to wurrk

cheap."

Orde hesitated.
whee"Oh, please do now, darllnt!"
dled the Rough Red, his little eyee
agienin with mischief. "Sind us some

aud we'll hllp ye on yure
And till us afore ye go
how ye want this dam, and that's th'
and
way she'll be. Come, now, dear,
ain't ye short handed now?"
Orde slapped his knee and laughed.
"This Is sure one deuce of α Jokel"
more

peavies,

rollwaye.

"It sure be!
"I'll take you boys on." said Orde
at last, "at the usual wagea-doilar
and a half for the Jam, three for the
I doubt If you'll see much of
rear.
Helnzman's money when this leaks

he cried.

ont."

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

Trial» of a Hast.
"I suppose you will give some elaborate entertain meats this season?"
"Yes." answered Mr. Cumrox; "I
think we'll Improve on those of last

season."

AGR0U1'

of three small log cabins marked the Johnson and
Helmsman
later
the
camp.
From the chimneys a smoke
arose.
Twenty or thirty rlvermen
lounged about the sunny side of the
largest structure. Orde clucked to his
horses, and the spidery wheels of the
buckboard swung lightly over the wet

"Weren't they all successful?"
"Nope, it was my fault. I tr!e»I to
make everybody have a good time, aud
the first thing I knew mother aud the

complaining because they
sufficiently high class and
formal."—Washington Star.

girls

wero

weren't

Why H· Stopped.

"You used

opposite

thrift"

"Hello, boys!" said be cheerfully.
No one replied. Orde looked them
over with some Interest. They were a

"Ah!

hummocks, to
the men.

(

)

come

to a stop

to be

an

awful

spend-

But I ain't any longer."
Reformed?"
"No; spent It all."—Cleveland Leader.

"Yep.

$be

©arford
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Editor· tad
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Baptist Churctf, Bev. G. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sanday at 10:45 A. u.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 3e.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 JO.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the 1st Sanday of the month at 2 JO r. Jt.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
First

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

M. A TWOOD.

A. E. t'ORBKS.

Mies Josephine Cole ia at home from
Canton, where she is teaching school.

Γκκϋβ —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In a* Ivan ce.
Otherwise 9*2.00 a year. Single copiée 4 cent".
All legal advertisements
ADTORTtAKMEMTH:
are given three connective Insertions for #1.»
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yerrly advertU—

ere.

Job hrixti.no —New type, fast presses, electric
power, exi>ertenced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete &u<i popular.

«I34ÎLE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
etch. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle i-oples of each issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County :
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South I'arls,
Noyés' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buck tie !d.
Mr*. Harlow, Post OiHce
Pari* Hill,
Samuel T. White.

West i'arls.

Coming Events.
March
March
March

1—Oxford Pomona Grange, West Paris.
7—Town meeting.
8.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Paris.
NEW

ADVKKT1SKMKNTS.

Red Tag.
Checking Accounts for Women.
Oueen Quality -Shoes.
Wde ty and Dt posit Co.
The

Auction.
The Kranklln Klre Insurance Co.
A Letter Is a Courtesy.
There's No Risk.
The Ladies' favorite.
Catarrh Will Go.
Mt-o-na.
For Your Eyes.
Notice.
i Notice* of Appointment.
U. S. Branch North British and
Insurance Co.
'i Notices of Bankruptcy.

County

room.

George B. Allen, age 23, of Lincoln,
Ν. H., who has been working in Sanford
for four months installing motors in the
Sanford mills, on Wednesday reached up
to turn on a switch and received a shock.
He fell backward on the floor and about
15 minutes later died. Medical Examiner Or. E. W. Wentworth and Coroner
L. B. Trafton were called. Supt. Edward E. Hussey of the Sanford mill stated
that he thought Allen's heart must have
been very weak as every day some one
gets a shock from the switch. No inquest will be held and the remains will
be taken to Lincoln. He was unmarried.

Purington

class of fourteen
and girls to a valentine recepboys
Monday morning.
tue first
Ε. B. Curtis, who has bee^ ia,iyg à tees.- Α~*·οο0-Λΐυυ pÂicy' was
tbe children, then followed
painful time with an access, is improv- to interest
games. The dining room was attractiveingFrom the electric light
D. Ham- ly decorated.

Commissioner Henry

mond plans to build an extensive addition to his large barn the coming spring.
Mercantile Mr. Hammond is one of the most enterprising and successful farmers in Oxford
County. The farm which he owns and
operates, situated about one-half mile
Who is Excusable?
southeast i»f Paris Ilill, is oue of the
(Written by Mr·». -Florence Haskell for a recent beet in towu aud has the distinction of
meeting op,,,.. south Paris W.C T. U.)
hiving been handed down from father to
Abrafc^n, Lincoln once asked this son in a direct line of descent for four
Per,H>ent question, ''What one of us but generations. Benjamin Hammond, Jr.,
'lau call to mind some relative more great-grandfather of the present occupromising in hie youth than all his fel- pant, came here from Gloucester, Mass.,
lows, wht> has fallen a sacrifice to strong about (he year 1785, cleared this farm
He
drink? Shall drink now be arrested iu aud built his log cabin upon it.
its desolatory career? Ια that arrest all died iu 1S3S, and one of his sons, Ezra, I
can give aid that will, and who shall be (father of George F
Henry Edwin and·
excused who can and will not?"
William G. Hammond) continued to carLone ago this conclusion was reached ry on the farm. At the death of Ezra in
that the people must unite to wipe out 1803, his son, Henry Edwin Hammond,
this curse of drink, else it will never known to the present generation for
cease to be a blot upon this fair land of many years as Court Crier of Oxford
ours.
County, continued to reside upon and
We may legislate and legisl tte but the improve the home farm, and in turn
as
as
long
work must oot end there,
passed it along to his son, the present
there is a demand for liquors, so long occupant. This is a record worthy of
will there be a supply. And we are in- note in view of the modern tendency of
dividually responsible for this condition boys to leave the farm.
unless we are doiug all we can to bring
about a temperance reform.
West Sumner.
It is not enough to deplore the fact
There will be a baked bean dinner in
that rum is sold, that men get drunk,
and bring untold misery upon themselves tlie vestry Wednesday, March 2d, served
and families. No, we must recognize the by the Ladies' Aid of the Universalist
truth that there is a strong enemy in our church.
Mrs. Herbert Ryereon, who was threatmidst, and God's people must go forth
it with the most
to light
powerful ened with rheumatic fever, is gaining
under Dr. Atwood's treatment.
weapons available.
James Buck has returned from AuOb, the responsibility of the men of
a few
our state, from the g overnor down to the burn where he has been epeuding
humblest voter. We are glad Maine is a days.
Mrs. I. O. Swift is in poor health, she
prohibition state, but we know there is
yet work for the men. The voter must is suffering with hoarseness.
Edwin Bisbee, formerly of this place,
cast his ballot for men who he believes
will enforce the laws, the governor must now of North Jay, visited Clayton Losee that the laws are enforced, while the throp recently.
James Simpson, who has been boardofficers whose special duties are to enforce the laws are criminally responsible ing at Freeman Farrar's, left for Auburn
if they do not. "Ten thousand shames last week.
Elias Johnson of Strickland Ferry has
upon the men of Maine," said Dr. Chapman, "if they ever make it easy for a boy been here getting ready to begin sawing
Mr. Johnson expects to
in his mill.
A sacred trust is given the teachers of have Charles Silver to run the saw for
to-day. I know there are many subjects him. While here Mr. Johnson bought a
to be taught, that the school system is cow of Herbert Rowe.
The S. Β R. Club was entertained by
becoming more and more complex in
afternoon.
many respects. [ think I understand Mrs. R. H. Ryereon Thursday
to roll call from Phœbe Cary,
Answers
fully the handicaps of the teacher. But
if one must choose I would say: Let the followed by current events. As this is
child's mind be tilled with fewer statis- the year of the Passion Play at Obertics concerning the world at large, and amergau it was discussed at some length.
etfect of alcohol Refreshments were served. The next
more concerning the
and tobacco on his own body. I have ineetiug will be March 10.
Η 'Γ. At wood of Norwood, Mass is
heard teachers say they hated to teach
physiology, and one in particular, whom spending a few weeks with his son, Dr.
I have in mind, said, the pictures "just H F. At wood.
Mrs. Emily Young has returned from
made her nervous."
I believe there is a tendency among Hartford where she has been at work.
Charles Starbird lost a horse Tuesday.
some teachers to get over those sections
of physiology which treat of stimulants The animal fell dead as Mr. Starbird
and narcotics as rapidly as possible, be- was driving his span up Trap Corner
cause perchance she tlnds it uninterest- hill..
There was to have been a dance here
ing to herself. Perhaps it is monotowas
nous to have to go over these subjects Wednesday evening but the violinist
again and again as laid down in the text unable to be present. As quite a numbooks. But since alcohol and tobacco ber had gathered the time was passed
do injure the brain, lungs, heart and playing games. After a lunch of cake
at an
every other organ and part of the body, and coffee the company dispersed
is the teacher excusable who does not early hour.
is
Pond
Mrs Mabel Foster of Bryant's
emphasize these facts again and again?
No, the teacher must be faithful to the spending a few days with her parents,
obligation imposed by the law of the Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Wm. Skiliings of Bryant's Pond is in
state and "be instant in season and out
of season" in teaching her pupils the town.
The dinner in the Universalist vestry
truth concerning stimulante and narlast Wednesday was largely attended.
cotics.
were bountifully
Now I come to the mothers in the The tables which
home, and I realize that I am treading spread were in charge of Mrs. I. O.
How great is their re- Swift of the Baptist Circle. There was
on holy ground.
colsponsibility, for after all is eaid and music and a guessing contest. A and
done it rests with the parents, and par- lection of old-time daguerreotypes
offerticularly »-!th the mother—because she photo* were displayed and a prize
mother—to raise the first and ed for the one who correctly named the
number. The prize, a pound of
strongest bulwark against the approach- largest
chocolate creams, was won by Mrs. LI.
ing assault of sin and wrong doing upon
G. Heath. A neat sum was realized.
ber child.
out of town
I believe the child who c unes from Among those present from
and Mrs. G. W. F. Hill, Paris
a home where he has beard about sacred were Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews,
things from his infancy, where there is a Hill,
Mrs. Ε. E. Field, North Paris,
daily practice of a living religion, is Mr. and
fortified against these and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Curtis, Hartmore strongly
ford.
temptations than the child of any other
in
parents, be they of high or low degree
East Brownfleld.
the classes of society.
"The parents of to-day do not often
Mr. ami Mrs. J. E. Clement attended
the
Creator, the automobile show in Portland last
speak to their children about
nor make their spiritual kinship to God Wednesday.
While there Mr. Clement
or
home
in
the
a topio of conversation
purchased an auto which he intends
little
"Suffer
Jesus
said,
elsewhere."
using on the road next summer.
children to come unto me and forbid
Fred Johnson of
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
the
such
is
of
for
kingdom
them not,
Waltham, Mas»., are guests of Mr.
too
is
never
child
The
young
/btftvoB."
Johnson's brother, Â. F. Johnson, and
to be taught about Jesus, taught to do family.
that
it
taught
Him,
because
pleases
right
Miss Eleanor King and Miss Marion
His eye is over all beholding the evil an<4 Johnson left last Saturday for Boston.
the good. Why should mothers think
Kev. Mr. Sweet, a candidate for the
they must wait until their boy or girl is Congregational pastorate here, occupied
and
their
twelve or fifteen years old,
Mrs.
the pulpit of that church Feb. 27.
minds are matured enough to understand Sweet accompanied her husband on his
be
It
matters?
may
mort about religious
trip here.
much too late then. The mother who
to
children
her
of
minds
the
has led
11 Irani.
dwell lovingly upon Jesus, and has enWalter M. Spring has returned from
trusted them to the keeping of the
Saviour, has provided them with the hie western tour, and is quite sick with
strongest safeguard obtainable, has forti- tonsilitis.
Dr. Irving Mabry, who has been confied them more securely against the evil
they will encounter, than in any other fined to his house some days, is out
way in the world.
again.
Theu let us all unite in this war against
Cyrus S. Barker of Bridgton was in
excusable.
are
us
of
town this week.
wrong, for none
Eli C. Wadsworth went to Browntield
Maine News Notes.
Friday.
Loring Sawyer has gone to Boston.
Mrs. Loring Sawyer i· quite ill at the
The report of the Bar Harbor assess- home of her father, Jamee H. Ridlon.
ors shows an increase of nearly $100,000 She was visited Thursday by her sister,
in valuation over last year, making a to- Mrs. Marcia E. Maddux, of Portland.
Feb. 25th, cold, 22 below at Hiram viltal valuation for the town of $6,201,182,
more than half of which is owned by lage; 30 below at East Hiram.
At the Pythian Jubilee at Saoo on
non-residents.
Feb. 22d Hiram Lodge, K. of P., No. 39,
Sarah Michaud, 23 years old, a daughwith
Lodge of
Michaud, committed in competitionwork in Myrtle
ter of Michael
rank of Knight,
Kennebunk in
soicide at her home at Presque Isle Monwon two elegant swords for the altar, aa
day, presumably owing to despondency. a
prize.
Bichloride tablets were found in her
Δ loss estimated between $200,000 and
1250,000 was caused at Houlton Wednesday by the burning of the largest factory
of the Maine branch of the Buffalo
Fertilizer Co., whose main office is in
New Tork.

Β.

Mrs. Lila Hudson of Portland and her
young eon were guests at Mrs. B. S.
Doe's several days last week.
As Mr. Albert E. Davie* has been unable to give up his business in New
Hampshire to be with his family here an
he had expected, they will close their
house here and return to Concord soon.
Another week of bright winter weather up to the thaw of Sunday which bas
settled the snow very fast. The snowshoeing, a popular winter sport here,
has been about the best ever.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Shaw have
gone to Auburn, where Mr. Shaw will
be employed at carpenter work for D. B.
Marqui-, contractor and builder, and
Mrs. Shaw will be engaged in the cracker
factory of the T. A. lluston Co.
T. P. and L. E. Jackson, brothers of
Mrs. H. P. Hammond, have sold their
large and valuable farm at Brownton,
Minn., which they have run for a number of years. They are not as yet settled as to what they will do, but it is
likely that at least one of them will
come east.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Shaw are to
move their household goods this week
to Auburn, where Mr. Shaw is employed.
M is.·* Helen R. Cole, who was taken
party.
quite sick at Norway last week, where her
Sabbath
she has been teaching, is reported better

»-

East Waterford.
Miss Maude Dresser's school gave
ist

interesting

Doughty's.

B. 6. Mclntire made a trip to Halloivell this week.
Mrs. L. E. Mclntire has been quite ill
:his week with neuralgia. She is better
Mr. Mclntire has rid·
, it this writing.
len out several times, but will not be
veil for a long time.
Mrs. Ella Ames is at ber son Alton's
j II with rheumatism.
Mrs. Fairington is quite ill with a cold.
Our stage driver, Geo. Gray, was mar, led Wednesday evening to a lady who
j tati been keeping house for him. The
'
( eremony was performed at bia home by
j lev. Mr. Siaa.

School

ροζ, or as one little girl expressed it,
"chioken pops," among the younger
scholars.
Prinoipal Sturtevant went to Bangor
to attend a banquet of

Thursday night
his college fraternity.

returned from
Tlios. DeCoater has
Milton where be has taught a successful
ten weeks' term of school.
George Eastman had a finger amputated this week and Is roported to be
doing well.

Benjamin Spaulding and W. C. Spaulding were in Rumford over Sunday as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bisbee.
We have had a series of frosty mornings with the mercury registering from
fifteen to twenty-four
degrees below

zero.

Services will be resumed at the BapMr.
tist church Sunday, March 6th.
Lamb will return from St. John Tues-

day.

Several members of the grange wont
to Hebron Wednesday and to Canton
Saturday and good times were reported.

South Rumford.
Purl Putnam gave an old folks' ball
in Hollaiiu'a Hall Wednesday evening,
Greenwood,
Feb. 23d, that was the most enjoyable
A good time was enjoyed at the social event of the winter. Most of the old
dance last Friday evening.
people, and some not so old, became
Mr. Chandler Curtis, who has been ill
young for that night and danced and
all winter, still remains very poorly.
Harlow of Smitbville
danced. John
has
who
Mrs. Vernon E. Ellingwood,
and Owen P. Smith of Mexico furn!sbed
in
been visiting relatives and friends
music. It is safe to say that none enBoston, lias returned home much imit more than Mr. Putnam himself,
joyed
proved in health.
who is only seventy-three years old.

the table streamers of red hearts
A
to each corner of tbe table.
little fir tree with fourteen valentinesred hearts with a sentiment—hung upon
it was a pretty centerpiece. The place
Bryant's Pond.
cards were white, printed with red, and
Aichie D. Felt was in Lewiston Friday
of
nuts
baskets
the favors were dainty
evening to attend the Mystic Shrine
beside the bon-bon crackers, containing
meeting.
lunch.
wore
each
which
a cap
during
Mrs. Charles Hill is in Worcester this
Sandwiches, cakes, icecream and con- week, having been called there by the
fections were served, and at five o'clock illness of her father.
fourteen happy little folks bade their
Earl Felt is at home from Haverhill
teacher-hostess good night. Mies Wa- for a few
days.
terbury assisted Mies Purington in enRoy M. Kersteid, George H. (Jamtertainiug.
mines and Fred Noyes attended the
Miss L. M. Stearns is with her sister
Pythian Jubilee at Saco Tuesday.
in Massachusetts, and Mrs. Willey will
Sidney M. Perham has returned
to
will
and
go
they
join her Monday
from the logging woods at Grafton,
the
attend
to
Boston
spring millinery where he has been in the employ of Waropenings.
Perham will have
Mr.
ren Emery.
a
whist
partv, one of charge of the farm at "The Beeches" on
Friday evening
the series being given by the Universal- Paris Hill the
coming season.
ist society, was held in the hall.
The announcement is made of a change
March 3d the Gould Academy students to be made soon in the
partnership of
will hold their annual fair in Garland tbe Dearborn
Co. Mr. Jacob
Spool
Chapel with an entertainment in the Thurston of Bethel will retire and
evening at Odeon Qali.
Arthur C. Ricker of this village will beFriday morning the thermometer come a member of the company.
acreached from 20 to 34 below zero,
The report comes that the ship John
cording to location. Saturday morning B. Miller went ashore on the Jersey
was
active.
the thermometer
equally
coast during the storm this week. Capt.
C. C. Adams of this place has charge of
West Bethel.
the vessel.
"Life offere no Joy like a friend;
Fulfillment and prophecy blend
dreenwood.
In the throb of a heart with our own—
Λ heart where we know and are known."
If the world improves, as some say it
does as it grows old, the winter grows
"Youth, looking forward, counts each day a year. colder and more stormy as it draws to a
And longe for manhood'» prime;
Last week went out and this
close.
Age gizlng backward, ehetldeth many a tear,
came in with zero mornings, and in some
And yearne for childhood's time."
places the temperature was reported 20
Match.
below. As to the number of snow
Three weeks more of winter.
have occurred, and the
storms that
February gave us few pleasant days.
amount of snow that has fallen here
the
in
roads
etorms
keep
Frequent
within that space of time it would be
bad condition for loaded teams.
with any degree of
With four feet of snow in the woods an difficult to report
accuracy. And such has been the travelearly spring must not be expected.
in some places that they got no mail
The rumble of an earthquake was ing
while on this route
heard and the jar quite plainly felt at in several days;
there has not been a failure up to date.
5:30 o'clock Wednesday morning.
But cold as it was Sunday morning it
Mrs. Uattie A. Grover has all the
moderated so that during the day
dressmaking she can do without adver- soon
there were nine visitors and callers here,
tising, and her work and prices always
among the number Floyd Morgan, wife
give satisfaction.
months old girl baby, the latter
Town meeting will be held next Mon- and two
the way, for beauty and
day, and much care should be taken in of whom, by it would
be hard to beat.
the selection of candidates for all the im- sprigbtlinoss
One of our selectmen came along the
portant offices.
ladder
The report circulated here last week first of tbe week, hauliog a long
his team in search of brown-tail
that the Tyler brothers had swapped behind
found only a few and said
farms proved to be false. Clarence will moths. He
their ravages would be
continue to reside in Mason, and Almon lie thought
season.
will keep the Scribuer farm until be can slight the coming
A few days ago we picked up our local
find a purchaser.
the date of Oct. 5, 1807,
Mrs. Catherine Grover of Albany has paper, bearing
to see what changes
been with L. D. Grover and family two and were surprised
taken place during that comparaweeks, and her niece, Miss Annie Xew- have
of
time. From the
brief
space
comb, who ie attending Gould Academy, tively
locale we notice a card of thanks
came up from Bethel Saturday and re- many
from Dea. Richard L. Cole and family
turned Sunday afternoon.
for the kindness and assistance rendered
during the sickness and decease of the
Hebron.
wife and mother.
all
held
an
meetHebron Grange
day
A few years later the deacon followed
and
North
Buckfield
ing Wednesday.
her to the pule realms of shade, and soon
West Minot Granges were guests. State after the farm was sold and the last
Master Stetson and County Deputy Tor- member of the family left the place.
rev were there and both gave interesting And so it has been every where; the old
talks.
adage, "There is only one thing constant
Miss Grace Bumpus is visiting in and that is
change," contains more truth
Massachusetts.
than poetry.
Merle and Robie Sturtevant of North
And now comes another proof that naBuckfield visited at home Sunday.
ture has no especial interest in the deMiss Columbia Bumpus is visiting at sires of the children of men. Last fall
Victor Bernier's.
Delphon Brooke took his wife and two
Mr. and Mrs. Nichols returned home little boys back to her folks in YarMonday from Rumford where they have mouth, since that would be a better
been visitiug their daughter.
place in which to spend the winter in
Sturtevant is visiting her delicate condition; the intention beMrs. James
friends in town.
ing to return in the spring. And now
Miss Ethel Marshall has been spend- tbe news comes that another boy has
a
few
with
Catharine
Cantello.
days
ing
been added to tbe family, which seems
to prove that nature has no regard for
Dickvale.
the preference of her children.
Herman Fuller and Ira B. Wing are
Brownfleld.
cutting timber on Black Mt.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Puller have gone
Mrs. Nelson Lane, who has been sick
to housekeeping in their home which fora number of weeks, died Feb 24th.
they recently purchased of Simeon MorDr. Fitch, F. G. and Raymond Ham
rill.
took in the auto show at Portland this
Abbie Irish is entertaining her friend, week.
Miss Addie Atkins, of West Peru.
Everett Linscott visited hie parents,
ill with Mr. and Mrs. R. Linscott,
Mrs. Herbert Bowker is
recently.
measles.
The roller maohines have been busy
Β. B. Wyman is ill.
since the two big enow storme.
Mrs. M. O. Morrill, who has been ill at
the home of her son, Ernest, in Saco, is
East Sumner.
expected home this week.
It is well that February is a short
team
for
G.
is
Frank Barrett
driving
month if the present weather continues.
McAllister.
Still, on the whole the winter has been
favorable and quite good for business.
Albany,
While quite a number have been sick
Mrs. Viola Dunham and little son, at times, no deaths have occurred in the
over

came

Richard, Sibyl Cummings and three
nieces, Laura, Edith and Tottie, Mrs.
Ada Lord and nephew, Glyndon Sawin,
called on Mrs. F. Q. Sloan, the 24th.
Ε. E. Barker is entertaining three carbuncles.

Harry McNally is laid up with a lame
back.
Mrs. Etta Cummings has been ill with
rheumatism.
Arthur Bean was at home from New
Sharon for a few days last week.
Locke's Mills.
Mrs. David Foster of East Bethel was
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Azel
Bryant, last week.
Dana B. Grant attended the Boys1
Conference at Augusta.
Alma Swan is visiting relatives in
town.
Mrs. Harold King, who has been quite
ill, is gaining.
The basket ball teams are
feeling
quite proud over their victories. Saturday evening, Feb. 19, the girls1 team defeated the Bethel girls' team, the score*
being 7 to 3, and tne Mohawks defeated
the Crescents of Bryant Pond, score 14
to 5.
Mrs. Edith Donglass returned from the
Lewiston hospital last Tuesday.
Addison Bryant has been quite sick
with a bad cold, but is better now.

a

entertainment the 22d
in commemoration of the day. There
nineteen visitors present. The
wore
school closes the 25tb.
Philip Craven of Portland is at H. B.
m

Mra. Loulae Spauiding of Caribou I·
the guest of Mr·. Carrie Spauiding.
G. W. Tilton and B. Spaalding, Jr.,
attended the auto show In Portland this
week.
Masters Evan Shearman and Dwlght
Alden of Portland are guests of Mrs. C.
H. Prince and Mlaa Lizzie Allen.
The yonng eon of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Gauthier died at the home of bia parente
at East Buckfield Tuesday, Feb. 22d.
The body was taken to Lewiston for
burial. The child was fifteen months
old.
The primary and intermediate schools
The high
closed Friday, the 25th.
school will continue four weeks longer.
There have been several cases of cbtoken

The Oxford Association of Raral Letter Carriers met here lMt Tuesday. The
address of weloome was given by Charles
There were
R. Briggs of this plaoe.
several excellent papers on the topic of
good roads and the improvement of
rural routes. A banquet was enjoyed at
the Maple House.
L. C. Bates, who went to New Haven,
Conn., to visit bis son at Christmas, and
later took a trip to South America, returned home Sunday. Mrs. Bates will
remain In New Haven, Conn., for a
while.
Rev. I. S. Macduff has been in New
York this week to attend the Grand
Opera, Parsifal. She was accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates, who joined
her in New Haven. Miss Macduff reports
a most enjoyable trip.
Dr. F. E. Wheeler was In Portland a
day or so last week.
Miss Daisy Nutting, who has been
visiting Miss Eva Tucker, returned to
her home in Auburn Saturday.
Irwin Lowe of Portland has been a
recent guest at J. R. Tucker's.
Laura and Alice Barden went to Bryant Pond last Friday evening to attend
the drama, "The New Homestead," and
will remain a few days-to visit their
aunt, Mrs. Jennie Currier.
Mrs. Nina Mclntireof Castineand Miss
Myra Irish of Buckfield, who have been
guests at H. H. Wardwell's, have reoffering.
Tuesday evening the Sons of Veterans turned to their homes.
Rev. D. R. Ford, who has been on the
gave a ball in Odeon Ball, which was
patriotically decorated. A representa- sick list, is improved. of Odd Fellows
tion of Libby prison and the coffee being
Quite a delegation
made in the real old army fashion was a visited Bethel lodge last Saturday evencivil
the
ing.
unique sight to those to whom
Mrs. H. R. Tuell, who is seriously ill
Stearns'
war is only a historical fact.
with rheumatic troubles, is doing as
attendin
was
from
Orchestra
Norway
well as can be expected.
ance and furnished first class music.
Mrs. Eva Swift and Mrs. Bertha Cole
Wednesday afternoon from three to
five o'clock the home of Mr. J. U. were at Norway Saturday.
Miss Alice Penley of this place Is quite
Purington was the scene of a merry
invited ill with the grippe at the Penley farm in
Belle
Miss
C. Wentworth of Norway
preached at tbe Methodist church Sunday morning in exchange with the
pastor, Rev. C. L. Banghart.
There waa no preaching servioe at the
Congregational charch Sunday morning
as the pastor, Rev. W. C. CurHs, was in
Augusta with the delegates of Bethel
Castle, Κ. Ο. Κ. Α., attending the boys'
conference. Mr. E. C. Bowler also attended with the Bethel delegation.
Sunday evening the W. C. T. U. held
a Frances Willard memorial meeting in
tbe Universaliat church which was filled
Mrs. Nellie Curtis preto overflowing.
sided. Tbe music was rendered by a
chorus composed of the members of tbe
three choirs under the direction of Mrs.
C. L. Banghart. Rev. J. H. Little delivered an address upon tbe life of Mies
A biographical sketch was
Willard.
read by one of the members. The president, Mrs. Mason, read the history of
the Polyglot petition. Or. and Mrs.
Wight sang a duet, Love Divine, which
was most heartily appreciated.
Quotations from Frances Willard were given
by the academy students and Rev. Mr.
Wentworth gave a stirring talk upon
the signs of the times and was very optimistic. Mrs. Banghart inspired all
with her rendering of the favorite temperance song, Victory. The audience
showed its appreciation by a generous
Rev.

THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

ISSUED TUBSDAT3.

Bnckflald.

West Parte.

Bethel.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED IsSfiJ.

Oxford.
in the
Manuacturing Co., died Feb. 18th of heart
iisease. His funeral was held Monday
Λ the M. E. church, Rev. Mr. Ericson
>fficiating. He leaves a widow and one

George Heslop, the foreman
ïnishing room of the Robinson

ion.

Dr. Webber of Lewiston and later Dr.
iichols of Hebron have been in town to
isit Margaret Walker, who is ill with
ung trouble.
The Congregational Ladies' Circlo had
Feb. 1Θ, which was well
>
supper

atronized.

Mr. and Mrs. Talbot of Paris visited
heir aunt, Mrs. Orrin Jones, on Tues-

lay.

Webster Tamer is quite sick.
Henry Oraffam, a civil war veteran, is
afterlog from a paralytic shook.

His neighbors presented him with a
Masonic cbarm, with which he was
much pleased and says he will not take
fifty dollars for it. Refreshments of
cake and coffee were served.
Miss Lila Swain has been visiting relatives in Hanover.
Henry Atwater and Frank Pye are
catting cord wood for Marshall Swain.
The South Rumford Sunday School
held an entertainment in Holland's Hall,
Feb. lltb, and cleared $21.00, which they
will use towards buying an organ.
School closes Feb. 25th for a four
weeks' vacation. During the last two
terms, twenty-five weeks in ail, Hazel
Laphnm, Blanche Wyraan and Maggie
Atwater bave not been abeent or tardy.
Marshall Swain has two men cutting
pine and be is yarding it in bis pasture.

There's No Risk

SPARED THE CHIEF.

If This Medicine Does Not
of tha
Jackson Admired the Bravery
Benefit, You Fay Nothing:.
Famous Indian.
A physician who made » specialty of
Andrew Jacksou was magnonlmous
the ■tomaob troublée, particularly dyspepsia,
Weathersford.
of
treatment
Lis
In
after year· of «tody perfected the formchieftain, when that

famous Creek
Weathersford
warrior surrendered.
bad done all In his power to prevent
Minis,
the horrible massacre at Fort
were bitbut most of the frontiersmen
himself
ter against him, and Jackson
if he
had sworn to put him to death
were taken.
One day after the power of his peoWeathersple bad been utterly broken
ford came riding into Jackson's camp
on hie famous gray horse and stopped
In front of the gcneraTs tent
"How dare you ride up to my tent
and
after having murdered the women
children at Fort Mims?" demanded
Jackson In astonishment
The chief denied the troth of the
kill me
charge, but said be: "You may
the
If you will. I come to get aid for
who are
women and little children

from

ula

Tablets
Our

are

Rezall

which

made.

Dyspepsia

experience with Rezall Dyspepsia

as to believe them to be
the greatest remedy known for the relief
of acute indigestion and chronic dyspepsia. Their ingredienta are aoothln»' and
healing to the inflamed membranes of
the stomach. They are rich in pepsin,
oue of the greatest digestive aids known
The relief they afford is
to medicine.
almost immediate. Their use with persistency and regularity for a short
time brings about a cessation of the
pains caused by stomach disorders.
H'-xall Dyspepsia Tablets will inoure
healthy appetite, aid digestion and proAs evidence uf our
mote nutrition.
sincere faith in Rezall Dyspepsia Tablets,
It
we ask you to try them at our risk.
they do not give you entire satisfaction,
we will return you the money you paid
us for them, without queetion or formality. They come in three sizes, prices
25 cents, 50 cents and $100. Remember
you can obtain them only at our stoie,—
—The Rezall Store. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Tablets leads

starring In the woods. If I could fight
do so, but my
you any longer I would
warriors are all dead. Send for the
never
women and little children. They
did you any harm. But kill me If the
white people want it done."
The troops, crowding about began
Kill
to cry menacingly: "Kill him!

their hall March 3d.
Altiiea Stetson is on the sick list.
Mrs. Elmer Roberts has been suffering
from a felon on her finger.
Mrs. Georgie Warren, who has been
quite sick, is some better.

Mrs. Emily Bicknell is at work for P.
C. Heald.
An interesting Grange meeting was
held last Saturday. About sixty mom
bers were present. At the next meeting
the first and second degrees will bo conferred on a class.
Altbea Stetson was unable to attend
school last week on account of sickuess
There was an error in last week's
items. The dance will be March 3d.
Mrs. M. A. Warren spent a few days in
Lewiston last week.
Georgie Warren is at work for Mrs.
B. A. Hutchinson.

North Waterford.
Wibfield McAllister visited his grandmother at Stoneham.

There were thirteen Grangers vieited
Bear Mountain Grange Saturday.
A baby boy was born at the home of
Newell Andrews last week.
The school closed Friday, the 18th.
Mrs. Carrie Giles is confined to her
bed most of the time.
Hersey Saunders visited at his home
here a few days.
Mrs. Rilla Marston took ether and Dr.
Coolidge extracted thirteen of her teeth.
She has been stopping here at the homo
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. i'arris
Paige, eince.
Wilson's Mills.

Sumner.

The school at North Paris had a box
Rupper and entertainment Monday evening, the 21st. Proceeds over 17.
A baby girl came to the home of R. B.
Nevers Feb. 20.
America Andrews and wife, A. T.
wife.
Hollis, wife and little son, Carl, and E.
Arthur Bonney and family of West E. Field and wife attended the circle
Sumner visited her parents, 0. L. New- at West Sumner Feb. 23d.
ell and wife, Suoday.
Ora Field is at South Paris at work in
Frank Mitchell is working for C. A. the toy shop.

him!"
"Silence!" ordered Old Hickory sternly. "Any one who would kill as brave
a man as tills would rob the dead."
The general treated the chief kindly
and even gave him permission if he
desired to depart and continue the

The chief afuyward settled on η
plantation, where he resided for tnnnj
men and
years, honored alike by white
red.—Chicago Tribune.

larg» lot

a

of
on

Lewis Blsbee, Bert Thomas, O. L.
Hartford.
Varney and W. L. Dyer have sold their
Lewis Hayford visited bis wife at the
apples to Cecil Bartlett of Hartford.
in Lewiston, Saturday.
Wash Heald and family of North Buck- D. M. G. Hospital
Bertha Reed of Meadowview was in
field visited her mother, Mrs. Lydia

on more wood 1
The wind I· chill ;
But let It whistle as It will,
We'll keep warm and merry

Twenty-eight degrees below
day morning, Feb. 25.

atlll."
Fri-

zero

Mr. Z. W. Bartlett made a business
trip to Berlin, Ν. H., last week.
Mr. Guy Kendall was a guest of Free-

Bean last Saturday.
Miss Ruth Stowell of Locke's Mills
ivas a guest at Z. W. Bartlett's last Sat-

3οrq

irday.

Mr. D. W. Cole and Miss Bertha Cole
Washington, D. C., for their home

eave

March 1st.
Mr. Albert Swan Is
fraek driving team.

1 tere

working for Elmer

1

The hind you see
Paris boulevards Fifth
on
Avenue too. Every last and

leather that

possibly

Many years ugo a greeu country boj
r.
applied to the superintendent of

railway for work and, some
against the superintendent's
wish, on account of the danger to lift
and limb attendant upon such occupa
tion, was given η place as brakeinun
of a freight train.
On one of his first trips it happened
that Ills train met another freight
train at η station where the sidetrack
was not long enough to accommodate
western

whai

tising.

A. D.

a

at

want

any time.

PLUMMER,

F.

CLOTHIER

&

FURNISHER,

MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

could

woman

19.

anything
you
you wish to have sold
at this sale give me
your list, that property
may go into the adver-

The Green Country Brakeman Who Introduced the "Saw By."

J.

property,

Mar.
Saturday,
have
If

SOLVING A PROBLEM.

exclusive than

more

usual.

AUCTION

war.

and

er

I shall sell at my
on Western Avenue, at

LAST!

AT

Great White Sale I
Feb. 19th to Mar. 5th.

PARK,

Auctioneer.

ed costs but 50c. The little hard rubber
pocket inhaler you get with outfit will
last a lifetime. Sample bottle of Hyomei
free from Booth's Hyomei Co., Buffalo,
Pi. Y.

The White Shark.
The shark of sharks, the real "man
eater" and the one most dreaded, is
the white shark. This variety reaches
a
length of thirty-five feet und a
weight of 2,000 pounds. Its head Is
long uud flat, and the snout far over
hangs the mouth. Its six rows of tenth
are sharp as lancets aud uotehed like
Its mouth Is very large, so that
saws.
one

Do you want a better one—one that won't
belch gat, or turn tour, oc feel heavy of make
you feel miserable?

Cures indigestion

I

50 Cents

F.

Conundrums.

|

Box
&

CO.

Housekeepers.

i Electric

ropemaker and α poet
alike? Both make lines.
What city Is drawn more frequently
than any other? Cork.
Why are printers liable to catch cold?
Because they always use damp sheets.

Bitters

"What sort of role does Bounder
take in the new drama?"
"An emotional one. In the big scene
he Is offered a drink which he has to

FOR

it is
trifles is silly.-

the

best

medicine

druggist's

ever

Reductions

Large
From

Regular Prices
Youths'

and

Men's,

on

JBoys'

Suits, Overcoats,
Ulsters,
Reefers,
Work Coats, Odd Trousers,

Russian Vests,
Fur Coats, Fur Caps for Men & Women.

Underwear,

higher, quality poorer next winter.
buy now tven if you do not need

Prices will be

CHECKING ACCOUNTS
WOMEN

FOR

A

A
Rthe

checking account il

furnishes

penses.

I

a

paid.

We

ja
A

great

household and general

always
bill

an

a

present

use.

NOYES

H.

F.

Q

ex·

The returned check l>
good receipt for every

I

j

Invite your patronage.

It

for

Better investigate.

SOUTH PARIS.

women, ai it
accurate record of

convenience tor

CO.,

NORWAY.

YOU WILL FIND A GOOD LINE OF

HARNESS,

ROBES

AND BLANKETS,

TRUNKS and BAGS

TRUST COMPANY,
SOUTH

PARIS.

MAINE.

U.S. Branch North British
& Mercantile InsuranceCo.

AT

REASONABLE

of Philadelphia, Pa.

A8SET8, DEC. 31, 1909.
»
Estate,
32,000 00
Ββ,92δ 00
Mortgage Loan·,
Collateral Loads
0
Stocka and Bond·
2,490,033 SO
Cafb In Office and tn Bank,
H3,(W7 OS
Λ Rente' Balance·,
429,328 «8
Bill· Receivable
0
Interest and Rents,
30,252 75
All other A eaeta
2S« 47
Real

.....

—

—

Admitted A Meta,
Φ 3187,92105
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
Net Unpaid Loose*,
«75 234 03
$
Unearned Pi emlums,............... 1,941 58663
All other Liabilities,
35,000 00
Cash Capital
400,000 00
Surplus o?er all Liabilities,
538,020 39
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$ 3,187,821001
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents.
South Pari·, Me.

AT

PRICES

W. 0. Frothingham's,

SOUTH

Spring ûarden
Insurance Company

Annual Statement of

_

j

Season with

sold

counter.

Closing up the Winter

are

will pay you to

town Saturday.
Frank Allen was In Canton Wednesday
)f last week.
of London and Edinburgh, Qreat Britain.
Miss Ida Ford epent
Saturday in
A88ET8 DEC. SI, 1909.
Lewiston.
$ 7,411,318 23
Ina and Amy Russell have gone to itockeand Bond·
333,600 86
3ksh In Office and Bank,
Boston to work.
789,413 86
Balancée
Mrs. Charles Canwell has been spend- \ffeDt»·
78,168 72
ntereit and Rente,
2,48100
I ng several days in East Sumner.
ill other Assets,....................
Mrs. Geo. Greagory was in Canton
Grots Asset·,
$ 8,633,379 37
] ast week.
390,768 02
Deduct Items not admitted,
Mrs. Leon Berry visited friends in
Admitted
Auets
t
8,242,61139
ι Canton last week.
Mrs. William Mitchell, Jr., has reLIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
ι amed from her visit in Boston.
] let Dnpald Loste·,
$ 384,881 06
4,200,470 70
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hazelton have 1 Jnearned Premiums
other Liabilities
80,(«0 00
ι noved to the Soott Robinson farm.
I j til
2aah Capital, deposited in Ν. Y. State, 200,000 00
Tucker & Greagory's evaporator has ! ι lurplos over all Liabilities,
8,377,609 89
ι rrived.
They ezpeot to do a
and Surplus,
$ 8,342,61186
| •usinées In the maple syrup and sugar total Llabllltle·
W. J. WHEELEB A CO., Agents,
Ine.
( •13
Sonth Paili, Maine.

large1,

We

KIDNEY(LIVER AND

over a

WHEELER.

M.

S.

BLUE STORES.

8TOMACH TROUBLE

refuse."

out

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,

Succeed when everything else fails.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remedy, aa thousands have testified.

Emotional.

on

Large

SHURTLEFF

A.

To

a

LabQr bestowed
MartlaL

a

Infuso the Queen of Silver Polish, and
Luiuino the King of Brass Polish, can
hp obtained at G. H. Poktkr's, South
Paris, and M. E. ANDERSON'S, Norway.
9
Best Polishes made. Try them.

is couii.x'uly the white shark which
follows the vessel at sea day ufter day
u d Wfck after week.

are

MISS

W· guarantee Mi-o-na tab·
let· to cure atomach disssss·
Money back if they fail.

of these sharks was seeu to swal
low a bullock's head, horns aud uli
From the stomach of another a bull's
hide was taken entire, and the sailor
who made the discovery insisted that
the hull hud been swallowed whole
and all except the hide had been digested. From the stomach of another
was taken a lady's work box filled with
ll.c usual contents, scissors und all. It

greatly reduced prices to close

Hosiery.

est

one

HATS

the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
Children's Winter Underwear and

It relieve· stomach distress in five minutes.
It turcs old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
into new ones, ever ready to digest the beam·

has been known to cut α man's

MAINE.

NORWAY,

at

MI-OttA

body completely In two at a single
to
snap of Its cruel Jaws ami another
swallow one at a gulp. Near Calcutta

Why

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

Bonney.

"Heap

styles on sale-Now!
If anything a little bit smartmer

store

Rob Sturtevant of Hebron closed bis to "saw by" two long trains on a short
school in this place the 18th.
sidetrack, but It Is not so generally
Ten members of Mountain Grange known that the thing was never done
vieited Hebrou Grange Wednesday, and
until ap Inexperienced country bo.\
report a fine time. The presence of who became the manager of α great
State Master Stetson and Eugene Torrey
out the problem
of Dixtleld added very much to the pleas- railway line worked
for himself.
use of the day.
Mountain Grange will give a dance at

Fred Thompson, who has been on the
sick list, is gaining.
Fred Chandler has sold his oxen.
Charlie Varney of Massachusetts is
visiting his parents, Ν. M. Varney and

East Bethel.

ME W Spring and Sum-

NAPKINS :
16 Pieces TABLE LINEN :
for
35c
ι lot Odd Mercerized, ioc each,
45c
Catarrh Will Go
50c for 39c
ι lot Odd Pure Linen, 18c each.
8ac for 62c
Relief in Two Minutes, Comeither uf them. The conductors were
for
Great
65c
Bargains by the dozen.
95c
debating which train should back up
plete Cure Soon.
for 75c etc.
when
$1.00
sick
could
where
pass
on
to α point
they
Don't go
hawking yourself
sale 5c.
the new hand ventured to suggest thai every morning; it's cruel, It's harmful
ι lot Brown Crash, Pure Linen, this
could
it's
and
that
unnecessary.
this sale 9c.
they
neither should back;
ι lot Bleached Crash, Pure Linen,
If after breathing Hyomei, the wonof the short
pass each other by means
r lot Tray Cloths, this sale, 17c.
are not rid of vile casidetrack if the thing was managed der-worker, you
Thi<
6 doz. All Linen Huck Towels, 40x22 inches, cheap at 25c.
tarrh, you can have your money back.
Denmark.
right.
take the lit- sale 20c each.
stomach
No
dosing—just
The Idea excited α good deal ol tle hard rubber
Mr. I. H. Berry still remains very sick.
pocket inhaler that
ι small lot Bleached Cotton, 6c.
of the old train
comes with each outfit, and pour into it
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls has been appoint- laughter on the part
ι lot French Batiste, was 25c, now 20c.
Ills
ground.
Breathe It aca few drops of Hyomei.
men. but the boy stood
ed a justice of the peace.
ι lot India Linon, was 25c, now 11c.
it?"
Coldest night of the winter last night,
"Well, how would you go about
cording to directions. In two minutes
I lot slightly soiled, very cheap.
the 24tb ; 20 below at the post office.
asked ouo of the conductors, confldeni it will relieve you of that stuffed up
Use it a few minutes every
Town meeting one week from next that the lad would soon llud himself feeling.
ι 9-4 Bleached Cotton, great bargain, 21c.
for 79c.
day, and in a few weeks you will be enMonday, March 7th. Town reports are :ii,:i!n-<t a stump
ι piece Handkerchief Linen, soiled, $1.25 quality
free from catarrh.
being printed.
has sold so quickly f<-r
The bo\ took up a stick and traced tirely
ι lot Baker Underwear, same make that
an outfit today; it only costs
Get
Mr. E. W. Berry is spending a week's
skirts and ladies' night robes for 29
in the saiid a diagram to illustrate bis
vacation at home.
§100; it's worth SI,000 to any catarrh severaljseasons. In this lot are long
plan.
sufferer. For sale by druggists everyCome in and we will chow you many other bargains. Our fancy
"Go< d gracious!" said the conductor
where and by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., who Underwear will be shown later in4the season.
North Buckfield.
Sincerely yours,
believe that will do it!"
"1
guarantee it to cure catarrh, croup,
of
Washlittle
daughter
Carolyn, the
And it did do it Today every train
coughu, colds, sore throat and bronchitis.
ington Heald, got quite badly burned by
An eztra bottle of Hyomei liquid if needman in America probably knows how
falling on a hot stove Sunday.

The grange bad a box party at the
A very small
ball Saturday night.
crowd attended.
of
Waterford in
Mrs. Luella Pennock
visiting her children.
C. I. Wileon went to Errol Monday to
get timber for six derricks for the A. R.
Co.
One of the Italians got bis fingers badly crushed and cut in the blower at the
Falls.
R. B. Wilson is sick with the grippe.
Monty Fox has finished work for A.
W. Hart.
Mrs. Julia Fickett is visiting her niece,
Mrs. Azel Wilson.
Mrs. Leon Bennett is boarding at H.
G. Bennett's.
Earl Hoyt has finished work for the
A. R. Co.
Ε. E. Storey was in Errol Monday.
Leslie Hart bought a yoke of oxen the
vicinity.
week.
For a brief respite from labor the fine past
circle dinuers draw a good crowd and
North Paris.
are sources of pleaeure and social greetMrs. Spinney returned to ber home in
ings.
The Baptist circle meets this week in Sanford last week.
An effort is being made to organize a
the grange hall in order to better accommodate many that desire to attend. stock company to buy the saw mill here
Mrs. Nellie Ricker will entertain it and start a barrel factory. The growers
feel that they must do this if they are to
through March.
Δ patriotic sorvice was held on Sun- be sure of barrels at a fair price when a
day evening in the Congregational large crop comes.
H. W. Dunham is getting out lumber
church commemorative of the birthdays
Llnooln. Pastor for the millinery store he is to build at
of Washington and
Eaton gave an interesting talk appro- West Paris in the spring.
The Willing Workers met with Mrs.
priate to the occasion, and other exerArthur Abbott last week.
cises followed.

Varney, Sunday.

SHOM

PARIS,

MAINE.

Boys' Shoes That Wear
PARENTS

sometimes complain
that they
cannot find Shoes that will stand up
under the hard usage of the good healthy,
staving boys. If you are troubled that way, come
here for your shoes.

We have the Liltle Ripper that never rips ; Youths' $1.50;
The Knockabout for $1.75 and $2.00. These
shoes are made of good solid leather and they will wear.
You had better try them.

Boys' $1.75.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera Hou

,

/

MAINE.

A

Xht Φχίανά

Qtmaacnt

Town meeting next Monday.
Richard Garland of Portland baa >pei
the past week at N. O. Elder'·.

SOCTH_PARJS.

Mrs. Whittle entertained the Ladiei
Plinoh Club Thursday afternoon.

Mrs. W. O. Frothingham is visitin; f
Mr·. Ε. N. Haskell >8 at the home ο
her parente in Denmark for a few dayi
her daughter in Bangor.
The Married Ladies' Whiut Club wa
Mrs. Stewart of Lewiston is visitini I
ber sou, Dr. D. M. Stew entertained
at the home of
Thursday afternoon by Mn
Dr. Stewart.
art.
Bernard Twitchell has goce to Wind
Mrs. W. H. Motley of Auburn was ii
ban*, where he ie head dairyman on k town Saturday to attend the Colley
fartn·
Allen
lance
■

wedding.

G. Fletcher entertained t k
Einulus Benson has gone to George
bri<k'·· party of three tablet» at her homi > town, Maiue, where he will be employee
Street
aie
Wednesday
evening.
un (,
lumbering for the rest of the seasou.
H.

Mrs

Mr. and Mr*. Walter L. Gray attendee I
Wilbur L. Farrar is reported as fairl]
un!:.·.·*' night of Kora Temple, Mvstii ! comfortable, though still in serious con

v.r

at

in·,

Lewieton

Thursday eveuing

E. Buck, who has been fore
in South Brain
iu»:· in a ah"® factory
for λ number of year», bul
t.- ·»·. Ma>s
with
..is severed his connection 'here, ie
1 S } liront·», Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
Buck, for a short finie.
(it*.T^e

Western Avenue Club was enterufl Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Ε
Anderson at lier home un Hillside
Ν
Delicious refreshments were
V\ lie
.1
during the afternoon, and the
was highly enjoyed, as it always is
:
L»e gatherings "f this club.
υ

dition. Mrs. Farrar is
still quite ill.

improving,

bul

Hon. Frederick A. Powers of Houlton,
who is a candidate for United Stale*
Senator to succeed Hon. Eugene Hale,
was in town the first of last week.
The Bereans will give their annual
supper and entertainment at the Methodist vestrv next Thursday, March 3d.
For eutertaiumeiit they have secured the
Bates Quartette anil Mr. Farosworth a*
reader.

week,^

with
Cold wave the last of the
the thermometer in the twenties Fr'daj
of
the
Universalis
and Saturday mornings, succeeded by a
The March supper
H'heer Society will occur on Tues- thaw and rain Sunday.
Streets now
f litis week. March 1st. It will be more or less all 'at, and our aleighiug
the
week
iir
coming
only
somewhat threatened.
t
supper,
Κ ι
Supper at 6:30, after which Rev.
A party with a few friends invited
r Gore Miller will give his lecture,
was given by Mr. and Mrs.
Howard W.
iit Trip to the Far West," which
Shaw last Monday evening, aud another
w ».
.tpoued in February on account
Miss
M
Barues
at
ber home
Helen
Lecture, 13 cents; supper, 15 by
both 25 ceuts. Sociable to follow Thursday evening, both being in honor
of Miss Olive Barnes of Portland.
Rethe »: ture.
freshments were served at each, and the
:blishers of the Democrat won't time was pleasantly spent.
LIABILITIES.
.'ike to tell the subscribers in town
Indebtedness to school fund at 6 per
Parie
>et
in
Advertised
letters
South
ρ
their
next
will
ν
cent,
tivl
$ 3,fi27 90
papers
A.·
Κib. 28:
Indebtedness to Bray fund at 5 percent,
540 00
lr depends somewhat upon bow office
Indebtedness to Cushomn fund at 3 per
Mrs. Kert C. Lang.
..«kes to run that four and a half
300 00
cent,
Oeo. W. M a sou.
Indebtedness to Rose McKenney Hey.( t. .vn meeting warrant through
Herbert W. McDonell.
wood fund, at 4 per cent,
U0 00
If the oratory doesn't dow too
lames C. Foster.
Iudebtednes·
to William H. Dennett
I.eon A. I>avt*.
iwn meeting is over about
fund at 3 per cent,
300 00
H. C. Marston
·,
200 00
Highway and snow bills,
:,e, the Democrat will be
Frank B. Magulre (card).
Hamlin
00
200
memorial,
terward as possible, with a
rharlcs F. Smith (carl )
,,
.t*
402 58
Abatement account,
Mlsi
Μ
υ.
soûle
Ipk).
·ϋ if somewhat condensed
if
f the doings of the meeting,
$ 5,670 08
r,
Mrs. Sarah Clark entertained a party of
*h"uld spin out into a second relatives to teaan.l evening party at her
UK80UKCK8.
as
to
make
any promises
w, we won't
home on Shilling* Avenue. Besides the Balance uncollected town tax, 1W5,
he d ue about the paper members of her family the gathering in- Balance uncollected t wn tax, 1906,
v.
tt will
Balance uncollected town tax, 1MVT,
wever. we have hopes 'hat we shall cluded R. N. Hall and family, Fred Hall
Ba'ance uncollected town tlx, l'J08,
!
i'i wed t
«et it out Monday toward midwife, George Brigg* aud wife, and Balance uncollected town tax, 190S,
Mrs. Kitie Limier of Mankato, Minn., Cash In hands ot Town Treasurer,
making a party of fifteen, and a jolly
was official!. !^e. F. and Α. Μ
to
site·! at its regular meeting last (.ne it was, too. Mrs. hinder is soon
Resources above liabilities,
return to tier home in Mankato, and this
f
lay evening by D. D. G M. Ned I.
Uncollected taxes 611 ten pages of the
the
numerous
was
one
of
parties giveu
f Bryant's Pond. There was
book, and abatements about three pages
w
in the M. M. degree, the officers in her honor.
and a half, which is an improvement
f,
coming year were installed, and
A special train Saturday night, leav- over last year by a number of pages.
•ie close of the lodge a lunch was
ing South Paris at 0 o'clock, took the
The report will probably be in the
The officers for the year are as Odd Fellows of Mt. Mica Lodge to iiands of all the vctors
nr.
by Tuesday or
fo >ws:
Bethel for their visit to Mt. Abraiu Wednesday. The meeting of the
village
W M -J.N. Horr.
Lodge of that place. There were also a corporation comes this year the week
λ
c Κ. McAr<lle.
number from Norway, a large number before town meeting, which
! w._Ernc»t J. Recont.
happens
from West 1'aris Lodge, which had boen only at intervals of several years, and it
-Win. o. Krotbloxhain.
I.,
-Waiter L. Ur»y.
invited, and other visitors from other: was necessary to got the corporation re..-'•harles H. I'owarl.
places, so that when the train pulled port out before there was an opporir e- II. lieorge.
into Bethel it had aboard some 140 or,
\rvbl* L. Cole
tunity to finish the binding of the town
\<
>
: L Whltt'e.
150 men. The visitors report tb« best report.
-,
Mue McDonnell.
of entertainment by the lodge a' Bethel.
'i.i C. BrluK*·
M
j
"Λ Λ t'urter.
They returued home about midnight.
Τ
The Corporation Report.
The March term of court opens at
':·">»> traiu for Portland pullThe annua) report of the officers of
< station
Saturday forenoon, South Paris Tuesday of uext week, South Paris Village Corporation was
ç,
vers, who was standing at | March S, with Judge Whitehouse pre-ι distributed to the voters Saturday.
It
γ· ;·ιν,
11 of the platform waiting siding.
According to indications at j is a twenty-page book, part of the inι;,,.
to get by before going ρ osent, there will be some wotk in the crease in size over
f..r the '.π
previous years being
·'» toward his home, noticed line of trials of civil cases. The same due to the addition of tbe water works,
a
r,i;tt
was a broken tiu>s frame on grand jury will be in attendance as at | but the larger
•I
part of it due to tbe oraud traverse ders being listed as
the last October term,
,.ie of the cars, ami that the
κ
they bave not in
■·. vs boundiug along the ties.
jurors have been summoned as follows: other years.
who was, Ε R. BarheMer. Porter
to (ieorge Tuttle,
Total real estate in the corporation,
he j A. U. Beau, Albany.
>n the rear platform, and
$527,560.00. Personal estate, $181.610.00.
Norm iu Κ Hes-ey. BueklleM.
1 and the train was stop1'otal valuation April 1st, $709,170 00.
Frank J Brown, Sumner.
|
rhe c ir was set out, and the train,
Wallace Κ a fford, Part'.
Polls assessed, 431 ; not assessed, 64.
;
Woo
MockL.
Geo.
Cushiuan,
hour
or
an
more,
half
,le!av
ai
Poll tax, $1.00. Kate of property tax, 4
Wilson Peartiorn, Canton.
;
«
mills. Total assessment, $3,267 68.
Apparently the broken frame Morrill M Fuller. Norway.
t' e time the train started
W H. Havne-. WaterfordXo accounts have been overdrawn.
stdner Ρ Howe, Ruin ford·
it n. as no one discovered
There remains of the water and light
Joseph E. Hunting, Oxford.
«ι :ig when it was standing!
ar
invesiigation fund, $259 76 The fire
•Iosei.li H. Jones, Paris (excused.)
ν is
undoubtedly fortunate | Win. M Kidder, Dlxllel I.
department has had the easieet year in
V- A. I.innell. Rumford.
discovered when it was.
that t w
history, and there is a balance of 3372 12
Irving M I tnacott. Brownfleld.
remaining in that fund.
l-aac S. Lowell. Hltam
at gik 'rouomic organization known ;
Va. F Mitchell. Ir,. Hartford.
The new water fund ehowe an issue of
%
»t:
Meters Klub held a session
as
\ A Nelson, Hebron.
I bonds of $68,000 00, against which or: Mrs.
W. A. P >rter at their j Arthur A. No)ee. Ureeuwood.
witt. Mders have been drawn to the amount of
.John t.. Osgood, Fryeburff.
evening. It is a year or , Jaine»
I. Rsmewell. Stone ham.
$01 ,i>75.75.
.·
Klammeters acquired a[ Ahlra Smith, Itethel.
ti
The statement of financial standing
»·.
^ree of hunger to gather
Henry K. Smith, Denmark.
I
shows resources in the form of cash and
o.
uu
λ.
kettle, but amidst the 1 L. A. Thoin*·». »!»xt«
Peru.
Ο.
Oliver
taxes due amounting to $1,942 95.
Tracy,
tits it seemed that they must
Seth Walker, Bethel·
The statement of financial standing
c
hind the procession, so they
H. L. Watson, Gllead.
! shows resources in the form of cash
w*r·
>d to assemble as the guests.
and taxes due amounting to $1,942 95,
BOI.HTKK DISTRICT.
!'.>rters. It was, however, no
|
and liabilities in the form of notes at
r picnic lunch to which they
c«i *
u
of
in
machines
Cbas. liowell
j
selling
nve per cent at toe rans irusc to. ana
mi.
sat
Fourteen were seated at the ciiScreut sizes for
spraying plants or the South Parie Savings Bauk to the j
tat· .·,
Deluding three of the second trees.
amount of $1,500 00. The issue of ;
-aim.
ge
Appropriately the first
Mrs S M Brown has returned from |Gi>,000 00 iu bonds is omitted from tbe j
λ as
r
steamed clams, more clams,
is not plain.
a:i :
-n some.
After this there were West Paris, where she has passed the statement, though why
The reports of the two treasurers show
oti r courses, to the limit of capacity, winter.
j
total transactions for tbe year of
a::
m: hour and a half was spent iu disj Bertie Wheeler is employed by some >SO 89, with cash now in tbe treasury of
1
ng of the feast au»l in the informal of the farmer* to destroy the brown-tad
11,355.39.
it at the table. A moth uests in their orchards.
sen->ii following
Four pages are occupied by the chief
Cei.i-ral social evening was then enjoyed, i
Κ
ami engineer in recounting tbe work of the1
Ε. TwitcheU has
A; igreed iu pronouncing the affair the
tire departroeut for tbe year, which con· !
packed A. O. Wheeler'- and ^
be-«t yet.
Swett's Ben Davis apples. Mr. Swett eisted mainly in organization, practice
Leonard Whitman, a well known and j had W barrels.
drill, and the proper care of tbe departil
ment's property. Four still alarms for
y respected citizen of south laris,
an
who
underwent
Freelaud
Withnm,
(1 cd it his home on Park Street Wed- |
chimney fire* were answered, and for
I
nt-~ αν
night, at the age of 77 years. operation at I)r. King's Hospital >n ort- one of them by mistake the alarm was
home
last
returnedI
weeks
two
land
ago.
Mr.
Whitman
i> -vtt eight years since
J given by the toy shop whistle. This was
with
was afflicted
rheumatism, and ι Wednesday, and is in good health.
tbe only alarm for the year.
from'
a
tli ;:fh he had
partial recovery
KINO DISTRICT.
more
ou
it
came
the
The Sewer Question.
attack,
again
They are having quite a lot °f
•ever··.} Jbd for more than six years J
Editor Democrat :
h* tu- ;.-.r takeu a step, aud ha* been at Canwell and Thibodeau s. Mr. Lan
In a recent issue Mr. H. 6. Brown
a very severe cold amiI his w fe !
very m .rlv entirely helpless. Mr. Whit- ! well has
denies the right of towns to build sewers.
man
burn in Woodstock, but the ; j* not able to be around, but she tries Hut our Paris
lawyers have always told
is sick
family I ive lived in Paris since IS7^Î. to helu some. Mrs. Thibodeau
us in town meeting that tbe town had
Mrs. A. F. Allen Is at work for
Mrs Whitman survives him. They had j in bed
the ri^ht to vote money to build sewers.
tw
The elder, a daughter, them.
:ren.
tbe
We have peculiar formation of
|
n;4rr
W. Ε Cole. She died a numWe are having rather an
earth's surface at South Paris. We have
b· >'years since, leaving a young son,
mouth, but I guess we do not have a number of pot boles around which are
Κ y Κ ( ne. who has since his mother's !
much worse weather than they do in numerous sink drains and cess-poola
death lived in Mr. Whitman's family,
draining into them, and to add to the
acl is u.»w in Bates College. The sou,
letter from her niece id Newark. Del. .a danegr the town is turning its street
L Whitman, is a teacher in short time ago, and she says the sni
Tbe Paris
surface water into them.
Mi. Whitman's funeral was so
deep and roads so poor that the Board of Health have twice in the anwas !.►·-·: at 1:30 p. m Saturday, and was
carrier did not get by their
nual report recommended the building
attended by Kev. J. E. Cochrane of from Dec. 25 till Feb 1. That ie rather of sewers at South
Paris, but etill Mr.
Hr insw λ. λ former pastor of the South
worse than it has been here.
Brown never says turkey to us, be
l'a: s Baptist church. Interment will be
always says owl.
in the family lot in Riverside Cemetery.
Chandler Swift Injured by Fall.
South Paris pays about 50 per cent of
Tiie annual meeting of the South Paris |
Only about 25
Chandler Swift was seriously injured , all taxes paid in town.
V u_v I' irporatiun will be held in New bv a fall on the icy sidewalk Monday per cent of the highway money is reHa
Tuesday evening of this week, morning. He was coming from the turned to it, and we expend only 10 to
March 1st, at 7:30 o'clock. There is home of Mrs. Morse on Main Street, 12 per cent of the snow bills money.
•jaite .» list of articles of routine annual where he boards, to the Square, and And we require only about one-balf as
business, including the questions of jUBt above Billings' mill slipped and feU. much school money per scholar as is
inter·.·*: and discount on taxes. In addi- He was unable to get up. and a sled was needed in other parts of the town. Why
ti η t'.ere are the
should not the town be willing to pror ,cured to take him back to the house.
following articles relating in nutters outside the routine:
It was at tirst thought that his hip wa* vide for one of our special needs, by
Art 1
building a sewer to the river to take
Τ» see tf the corporation will choose broken, and It was thought "dvisab e to
t· ret vrru. r c.iniiiiissionere to have the care and
care of its surface water from the streets,
a;»:: i.·
»nt <»f :hr water system, Jn accordance I
and allow the citizens of South Paris,
-·■ tl
Τ of the act lu relation t«> establishfor a fee of $25.00, to use it, instead of
In»· λ ■:·., nVlpal water system Id South Ρ iris.
building cess-pools in our congested
*rt
To *e*lf the corporation will Instruct
section·?
1
tr
»:<»t to par any bills i^atη~t the
r,
Citizen.
uniP.,
bill Is properly author
...
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j

j

j

j
$72,-1

purchased

^i

j

x;μπ,.·,
^l

pljwe |

j

j

l'"'

'.tic a-sesaors. and the order for such
In ar-ithe Individual signature of each
\n to further Instruct the treasurer,
tlf
lal case» where an appropriation Is
< ι·· fur a
*i»eclal purpose. au>l a committee aph
f ir tris enTurcetneot of this purpose, the
1
-ι
<>rulng the payment of any money so
rat.··
π u«t l»e
-Igned by the chairman of the
C'
lamtuee, no well as the assessors.
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Found Frozen to Death.

·*'-« >r

J

Lp"l.

j
|

Mr. Swilf. »«· '»
make recovery rather slow.

Ait It Τ·> ratify and coo Arm the Issue of
'* '"-vie
luring the year I9t>9 for the purpose
"
funils for the construction of the
wat
,(· ·ιι in ,Λι,|
corporatio », an«l to ratify,
■· au !
approve the acts of the water com·
■"--··»- tn relation to
the construction of sal<t
• y stern.
1

\rt Γ> To see what sum of
money the cor("•ran
will κ rant ami raise to pay interest on
Π·"Γαίυη notes or other indebtedness of said
<*orpuration.

11·· annual fair of the Universalis!
Mi Society, the Good Cheer
•Jubilee, will occur at Good Cheer Ball I
next
Wednesday and Thursday, March
l»th and 10th. The usual
articles, consisting of fancy work, aprons, candy,
h
andkerchiefs, food and lunch, will be
on sa!e.
There will also be a mystery
booth which will be full of mysteries for
ail· On
Thursday and Friday evening*,
March loth and Ilth, the three-act
drama. Oak Farm, will be presented in
Hall with the following cast:
siian W
eatherby, owcerof "Oak Farm,"
Harold T. Brlggs
ΚΙ··-·.·;·—
onaM W eatherby, his ο lite* t
son,
ν
IHjnaUl 3. Brlggs
•»oei w
eatherby. his youngest son.
'.ν·--:
Ralph Andrews
onathan Prune, the
village postmaster,

|

w

Arthur*. Forbes.

w

w«eoa Mere'llth, the village physician,

Harold Gammon.

!ln*tou Troy, a traveling salesman,
*· L Holmes
ÎÎm
r· Ïlllïu:
^arah W eatherby, Silas' wife.
Mrs J.J. Emeley.
«mboU, suae' niece,. Miss Mary Abbott
,1®'·?,1
! »ti
VV

amer, friend of the Weatherbys,
Mrs. W. P. Morton.
y Smart, child of a
neighbor,
Mrs. I. E. Andrews

S*4N

Ld

tfree'ent

South Paris about a year and a half,first
a« one of
the proprietors of Hotel An
drew* in partnership with bl8
law W H.Motley, and for the past few
weeks as sole proprietor. They bave the
best wishes of many friend».

broth®r»'"f

Egg-etordlnaryl

Λ

|

is the biggest yet. If it ever wasl
beaten, the fact must have missed of
This

being

an

recoi

<pjiayer reports

■

egg, la

Island
rose comb Rhode Mim
I 4 xβ
mesures
ui«
seven ouncea.

anything

like that.

»<J

one

Reds,
^

0| hie
which

hear υΙ

IéÉssïs
tribuuons·^

Kllkh k. whitman.
Hkkukut L. Whitman.
Roy K. Col»

\,n "A'e at Shurtieff's drug sture at
o'clock in the morning, Saturday,
ΑΙΧΒΛ'· ΙΛΜ«
March 3. Admission 2δ
cents; children
under 12, l.> cents. All seats reserved ban be<en use-'
Orchestra of Norway will
»
«
trmsh music both
7-W
evening:».

nine

\

»t Hotel
There
Andrew. Saturday afterno,.n. when J·
Arthur Colley, proprietor of the ho
^
was united in marriage with Mim Neme
Mav Allen of Cornish. Rev. T. N. Kew
π g
lev officiated, using the single
rinl ν
family friends were
Mrs. Colley left on the
Mr.

dyp Spudge.the district school teacher,

Francis Shaw.

OXFOKD.

Colley-Allen.
was a quiet wedding

«

ν

BODY OF MAX LYING IN ROAD AT EAST

ΙΊ··'»'®:

deei)

BTervboir

Two women driving on the road from
East Oxford to Mechanic Falls Friday
morning discovered the body of a man
lying in tbe highway, face downward.
The man wae evidently dead. An attempt was made to get a coroner, but as
there were no evidences of foul play there
was no investigation. In the man's pockets there was no money, but a bottle partly filled with liquor. Examination of tbe
tracks in tbe vicinity where he was
found indicated that he had fallen once
or twice before reaching the place where
he was found. The night was extremely cold, and be was frozen stiff.
Later tbe body was identified by
Sheriff Hastings of Androscoggin County as that of John McDermott, aged 44,
of Lewiston, who was released on Thursday from jail at Auburn, where be bad
served a sentence for intoxication. He
was a weaver and came to Lewiston from
Dexter. When he left tbe jail Thursday
morning he told tbe keeper tbat be wa·
going to Mechanio Falls to look for
work.

TOOK ALL HIS MONEY.
Often all a man earns goes to doctors
or for medicines, to cure a Stomach,

Liver or Kidney trouble tbat Dr. King's
New Life Pilla would qaiokly care at
slight cost. Best for Dyspepsia, Indi-

gestion, Biliousness, Constipation, Jaundice, Malaria and Debility. 25c. at F. A.
Shurtieff A Co.'s.

To Mother· in Thla Town.

Children who are delicate, feverUh and orof β
will get Immediate relief from Mother Urav'·
Sweet Powder· for Children. They cleanse the
•tomach, act on the liver, making a sickly child
strong and healthy. A certain core tor worms.
Sold by all dnugrfat·, 25c. 8ampie Γτββ. Ad.
7-10
die·· Alien S. Ulmrted, Le Hoy, η. Y.

John'· Latter.

NORWAY.

The Town Report.

The report of the town of Paris for tbi
year ending Jan. 31, 1910, U a sizabl·
book of 127 printed pages, containinj
fall reports of tbe financial and otbe
transaction* of tbe town for tbe year
Sevruieeu pages are occupied by vita
statistics, and five by tbe warrant foi
town meeting.
The report of tbe assessors shows t
total valuation for 1909 of 91,421,390.00
an increase over tbe preceding year ο
$10,440 00. The total assessment commit
ted to the collector was 128,510 32
Rate, IS mills. Polls taxed, 920. Polli
not taxed, 121.
Poll tax, 13.00.
No account has been overdrawn,
There are outstanding snow bills reported to the amount of 197.04, and
highway bills of 1119 23, also $74.42 due
the collector for pay, and $402.59 on
abatements. Tbe poor account shows
an unexpended balance of $501.94, which
is the largest balance in any account.
Total transactions amounting to $46,758 98 are shown by the accounts of the
t wo treasurers for the
year, with a cash
balance of $10,080 14 now in tbe treasury.
By tlie collector's account, $28,906 15
has been paid into tbe treasury by him
during the year, and there is now uncollected a total of $1,377.70, fur the
years 1905 to 1909 inclusive.
In the report of the school committee,
the organization of the superintendence
district of Paris and Woodstock is reported, and the choice of Ernest P. Cla
son an superintendent, who entered upon
his duties July 1st, and his work is
highly commended by tbe committee.
Mr. Clason as superintendent makes a
full report ou the schools, the must important feature of which is perhaps calling attention to the urgent necessity for
an
enlarged school building at West
Paris.
Tbe financial standing of the town appears as follows:

William F. Jone· was called to Bobtun the last of tbe week by reason of tbc
sickness of hie mother.
Walter H. Pride and crew were engaged in sawing wood daring tbe week
with gasoline power.
Coot Ames and some others, having
I completed work for C. B. Cummings &
Sons at Yarmouth, have returned.
Several candidates for collector of
taxes for next year have entered the
field and are very busy with tbeir friends.
The anuual report for the town of
Norway for 1909-10 was given to tbe
people tbe first of tbe week. It la a
pamphlet of abont seventy pages and
presents the annual business of the
town.
There are thirty-seven town
officers.
Tbe total valuation,
$1,802,379 00
Polls, 833.
Property rate, 917 50 per thousand.
Poll tax, $2.50.
Total assessment for year was
24,886 96

j

Paid for collecting 1 per cent.
Total abatements for year,
Taxes due, Geo. A. Cole, 1902-3-4-5,
F. K. DeCoster, 1ft 6-7-8,
H.J. Bangs, 1909,
Live stock on town farm valued at
Hay, grain and provision»,

693 52
240 14
82 81
286 96
74500
689 75
444 55
277 25
327 97
2,000 00
61255
767 78

Farming tools, etc.,
Lumber, etc.,
Household goods,

Farm valued at
Sold from farm,

product·,

Balance against farm,
Inmates at farm, 4; one 43 years old, two
are 59 years of age, and one 49.
There
were about a dozen poor assisted besides tbe inmatee.
Salary of selectmen to Jan. SI, '10:
Chairman,
Second member,
Third member,
Resources of town,
Liabilities of town,
Balance In favor of town,

The treasurer
ca*h of,

presents

a

$

426 00
169 00
140 75
10,661 20

5,037 00
5,K24 20

$10.66120

balance of

$ 8,631 33
calls for

The warrant for town meeting
things out of the ordinary, some
are:
To eupport an office for the superntendent of schools, heat and light the
same.
To investigate tbe conditions under which a Carnegie library may be
obtained for the town, and to ascertain
whether a suitable lot can be secured
for same. To make a survey and estimate of cost for sewerage system for the
village. To purchase a steam roller.
To purchase a stone crusher. To take a
general re-valuation of real estate of the
some

town.

Harrietta Cragin, now of Portland,
formerly for many years one of Norway's best teachers, is at home for a
week's vacation. She is teaching in tho
city schools. Her position pays her
much better than tbe old one at Norway
but takes her from her people.
The mid-winter meeting of the Norway Federation of Women's Clubs will
be held at the Grange building on Whitman Street Thursday, March 3.
Tuesday evening, March 1st, the Universal ist Ladies' Circle will serve a supper at Concert Hall at 0:45 o'clock. An
entertainment by the Pbilathea Class
will follow, The Minister's First "At
Home." Cast:
Hal Adklns.
Rev. Edward Barrlngton,
Jennie Mann.
Mrs. Fdward Harrington,
Lucie Barrows.
Mrs. Richard Dowllng,
Alton Whitehead.
James, the hired man,
..........Mabel Sanborn.
Jane, the maid,.....
The ladies of the M. E. church will
hold a food sale at the church vestry on
Wednesday afternoon, March 2d.
The senior class of Hebron Academy
enjuyed a sleigh ride to Norway and a
flipper at the Beat's House Saturday.
Marcus F. Brooke, formerly of Norway, died at his Portland home Feb.
18th, '10. Services at his late home on
Suuday. He was born in Norway, Nov.
17, 184tf. For years he was in trade
here with his brother, George A. Brooks,
under the firm name of Brooks Brother*,
He studied at the
at tho Bartlett store.
Bonton Dental College aud located at
Portland. Ten years ago he went to
Newton Center, Mass., where he remainA widow, Ella
ed until July, '09
Evans Brooke, a brother, Geo. A. Brooks,
two nephews, A. F. and E. W. Bartlett,
survive.
Truant officer, Geo. W. Locke, is suffering with pneumonia.
The dog show at the opera house this
week was well attended. Tbe entertainment was first class in every respect.
March 16-18 there will be evangelistic j
the Universalist church.
services at
Rev. C. A. Hayden, D. D., will preach.
Mrs. W. D. Cole died Saturday and
Mr. W. D. Cole died the Thursday before, b"th of pneumonia.

Valley Farm.
In a list of highly oreditable dramatic
productions presented by the amateurs
»f South Paris, "Valley Farm," which
was put on last Thursday and Friday
jvenings, must take its place among the
Nor is this

"taffy,"

in any

decree.

If
a two

were

prepared, perhaps expected,

ο

Perry Deane.
David
Sllae

a

young New

Yorker,

of the

a eon

HILlreth, a New York lawyer

Holcomb,

owner

of

re.

Rutleilge, Harold's

Alvlra

THE

GLASSES

B]

MUST

eye trouble

EXPERIENCE

MY

in expert ey«
and examination for eyeatraii
now is 20 years in South Paris.
I AM FULLY QUALIFIED by 2
years in actual eye-testing, and speotacl
and eyeglasses making in all their formi
SIGHT-TESTING ANY HOUR froo
θ ▲. si. to 4 P. M.

tosting

SAMUEL RICHARDS,
OPTOMETRIST.

A Letter is
Your

letter,

tribute

to

written

on

that
the

friend,

your

litth

a

be

should

writing paper
can
money
buy, because ir
case
of writing paper th<
little that thert

so

for not

no excuse

best

using

writing

and

We

ii

paper

by
& Pike

that made

perfection
been

for

of

high

texture

unquestioned.
Eaton,

famous

the

carry

it.

reputation

its

years

Crane & Pike paper,

H
which you

IGHLAND

LINEN

can

obtain for 25

cents

per box.

F.A. Shurtleff&Co.,
The Franklin
Fire Insurance Company

o( Philadelphia.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1909.
* 180 000 00
Real Estate
41,635 00
Mortgage Loads,
0
Collateral Loans,
2,477,965 00
Stocks and Bonds,
71,652 86
Cash In Office and Bank,
196,241 41
Agents' Balances,
0
Bills receivable,

Sriu attacks, as you value your life, Interest and Bents,
632 02
753 75
ion't delay getting Dr. King's New Dis- AII other A sects,
"One bottle cured me," writes
îovery
$ 2,968,880 04
Grose Assets,
à. L. Dunn of Pine Valley, Miss., "after
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
jeing 'laid up1 three weeks with Grip." N<t Unpaid Losses
$ 104,253 75
for sore lungs, Hemorrhages, Coughs, Unearned Premiums,
1,747,SU0 0!<
26.400 Ml
3olds, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, All othrr Liabilities,
400,MO 0 >
Cash
Capital
it's
50c.
$1.00.
\«thma,
supreme.
34
all
Liabilities
0)0,425
Surplus over
Suarunteed bv F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
$ 2,968,880 04
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
SAVED FROM AWFUL PERIL.
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents,
South Paris, Maine.
"I never felt so near my grave," writes Oxford Co.
Lewis Chamblin, of Manchester, Ohio,
It. R. No. 3, "as when a frightful cough
1

M..I1AJ

Fidelty arid

IIP.

OP

in spite of many remedies and
ehe best doctors. And that I am alive
is
due solely to Dr. King's New
o-day
Discovery, which completely cured me.
<nw I weigh 160 pounds and can work
bard. It also cured my four children of
:roup." Infallible for Coughs and
>
(
Dolde, it's the most certain remedy for
La Grippe, Asthma, desperate lung
, ;rouble and all bronchial affections.
50c.
,, ind
$1.00. A trial bottle free. Guaran:eed by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Real Estate

Uash In Office and
A gents' Balances,
Bills Receivable,
Interest and Rents
All other assets

This 1·

an

DEC.

31,

1909.

Bank,
....

$

Eaijr Test.

|

as

one

fldn^ro^
**ID>y
jjjjjf'jjjj

a

Noo^d^

Ctn Silt

Winter

sold

the "Oneiia

red tag

j 'LANNELETTE WRAPPERS that sold
for $1 25, $1.00,

red tag prico, 9Sc and T'.'c

< >NE LOT BLACK PETTICOATS with

duet rutile, 38 42 length,

' ILACK SILK

red tag price, 49c
that eold for

WAISTS,

$4.98 and $3 98,
red tag price, $2.98 and «1.98
ORSETS that sold for $100, $1.50,
red tag price, 79c
HISSES' WOOL PANTS, sold for 55c to ( 'ORSETS, one lot that was $1 00,
rod tag price, 29c
red tag price, 25c
7l)c>
IIIRT WAISTS, fancy colored llannel,
SADIES' TIGHTS, sold for *1 00,
red tag price, 79c
sold for 98c,
red tag price, 49o

Winter

come

be-

South Paris, Feb. 28,1910.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Vacuum Cleaner
is

one

Winter

the Market.
them in stock.

on

$12.00

Buy a Machine and do your
neighbors' cleaning.

Suits for

Weight

$10.00

$10.00

Weight

All sizes.

CASTORIA For Intents and Children.
Tki Kill Yoi Uni JUnjs Bsught

0ne Pr,ce

Clothier,

Bears the

"T1*

$25.00.

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see them.

Suite for

$7.60

Overcoats

£>. CrkcfAf
HO
rOSLCr,

We have

$14.00

Extra value· for the
of patterns.

β

of the Best Machines

Suits for

Weight

variety.

NOTICE.

properly

The American

Price

Green and gray patterns in great

In the

salves^nd

MAINE.

$18.00

Foar distinct ltaes of all woo) caaeimeree, made by Hart, Schaffner
& Marx, which is a guarantee of
their worth.

Soath Parts, Feb. 26.1910.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

may

SUITS,

COLLAR,

price, $0.00
i pUR THROWS of Fox, Opossum, Blue
inWolf at red tag prices.

make," plain cotton, tleeced anil wool,
Bold for §1.50, $1.75, §2 00,

wearing apparel.

J

as

jADIES' UNION

SHAWL

for «0 00,

This item will surely
Look it over carelully, it includes odd sizes
.η Vests, Pants and Union
suits.
terest you.

We announce our clearance sale of men's high
grade suits and overcoats.
This sale offers a chance
to save money on your

NOTICE.

such other business
fore said meeting.

^

( ) POSSUM

NORWAY,

of Ready-to-Wear
Garments

Parisian Sage, that most efficient of
til hair restorers, is a very delightful
Besides
ind refreshing hair dressing.
possessing these qualities it will posihair
soft, luxtively make any woman's
F. A. Shurtleff
uriant and attractive.
ft Co. sell it for 50 cents a large bottle
ind will return your money if it does
not cure dandruff, falling hair and itching scalp in two weeks.
"I had given up hopes of ever being
cured of dandruff, when I purchased a
bottle of Parisian Sage. It has entirely
removed the dandruff and has started a
growth of new hair, and all this after
having been troubled 15 years. I cheer-

District Court of the United States for the I
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Id the matter of
)
or run down people It baa no eq
Wallacb P. McDonald,
| Id Bankruptcy.
for female complaints. Only
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
to.
à
To the creditor· of Wallace P. McDonald In the
pharmacy of F. A. Sburtleff
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 26th day of
WON'T NEED A CRUTCH.
Feb., A. D. 1910, the said Wallace P. McDonald
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
When Editor J. P- Sossman, of Cor- was
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
nelins N. C., bruised his leg badly, it of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
on the 16th day of Mar., A. D. 1910, at 10 o'clock
ugly sore. Many
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
ointments proved
κ
I
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
it tbor. trustee,
Bucklen's Arnica Salve healed It.th
examine the bankrupt, and transact

ît^edîn

Winter Underwear.

λλ

payment Immediately.
ADDISE A. FORBES.
Feb. 15th, 1910.

yea»·11

and

yd.,

""cLINTON

help-

of the best
medicines on earth." It
vital organs, purifies the
WA

and 50c

GINGHAMS, the old reliable
kind, all good colors, regular price

F. FORBES, late of Buckfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
WILLAKD G. PRATT,
of Rum ford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Wlllanl G. Pratt, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 96th day of
was
Feb., ▲. D. 1910, the said Wlllard G. Pratt first
the
PRESIDENT HELPS ORPHANS.
duly adjudicated bankrupt, andbethat
the
at
held
will
his
creditors
meeting of
have been
Hundreds of
offlcc of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
ed by the President of the industrial Paris, on the 16th day of Mar., A. D. 1910, at
and Ornhan's Home at Macon, Ga who 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the.
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
1
writes: "We have used Electric
appoint a trusteo, oxamlne the bankrupt, and 1
in this Institution for nine
transact such other business as may properly
nroved a moat excellent medicine ior oome before said meeting.

Liver
Stomach*
regard It

5c and 8c

gives notice that she
administratrix of the

folly recommend Parisian Sage."—Mrs.
Elizabeth Anderson, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

orphans

price,

A large lot of goods are on sale and the sale contlnnes till they are
sold but the earlier you call the greater the assortment from which
to select.

NOTICE,
The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed

has the Call.

slla,^(lellWe l. Gllee.

red tag

anc"

VERY IΓ1 PORTANT NOTICE.

payment Immediately.
CELIA M. FLETCHER.
Feb. 15th, 1910.

Wherever Parisian Sage Is Known it I

,b,sa MS»
Verbena, hired girl at the
farn^ndred F. parlln.

cream

NOTICE.

the District Court of the United States for the
molhe^r&ce M< Dudley. | InDistrict
of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

Holcomb, «leter to

red tag price, 59c

PILLOW SLIPS, 42x30, good cotton
red tag price, 11c
regular 15c,

$ 6,291,105 98
53,271 07

THE LADIES' FAVORITE

!

LACES,

black, sold for 25c and 35c,

Ready-To-Wear Department.

ity

0
0
02

r rÂcoîf ciiAMHos"'

Giles.

IMPORTED SILK

red tag price 29c and 10c yd.
ONE LOT MUSLIN CURTAINS, good
Towels, each lot includes
12 1.2c,
«d tag price, 9 l-2c
red tag price, 38c pr.
ejZPi
Huck, Bath and Damask.
GINGHAMS, large assortment of'patONE LOT MUSLIN CURTAINS, pretty
terns, good quality, regular 10c quality,
TOWELS, regular 18c pair
patterns, large size, red tag price, 59c
red tag price, 8c
red tag price, 9c pair
LACE CURTAINS, large size, pretty
HARTFORD and ESSEX GINGHAMS,
patterns, sold for $1.75,
TOWELS, regular 25c pair
extra good (or aprons, regular price 8c,
14c
red tag price, $1.00
red tag price,
pair
red tag price, 0c :
HOSE SUPPORTERS, extra good elas30c
pair
TOWELS, regular
PERCALES, good colors, 36 inches wide,
tic, trimmed with ribbon and bows,
red tag price, 19c pair
regular price 12 l-2c, red tag price, So |
red tag price, 29c
sold for 50c,
PRINTS, light and dark shades, regular
TOWELS, regular 45c pair
red tag price, 5c
red tag price, 29c pair
price 0c,
ΚΙΜΟΝΑ FLANNELS, large and choice ;
TOWELS, regular 50c pair
assortment of patterns, sold for 12 l-2c
red tag price, 33c pair
Here you will find garments
red tag price, Do I
00c
that you can save one-half
pair
TOWELS, regular
assortment of
red tag price, 39c pair FLANNELETTES, good
the regular price.
colore, 30 inches wide, sold for 15c,
Don't let this column escape
TOWELS, regular $1.00 pair
red tag price, 0 1-2
your attention.
red tag price, 59c pair
WHITE OUTING FLANNEL, sold for
red tag price, 5c LADIES' COATS, that sold for,i«10.50,
TOWELS, regular 75c pair
7C|
red tag price, 49c pair FANCY WHITE WAISTINGS, very
| $15 00,113.50, $10.00,
desirable patterne, regular price, 20c,
red tag prices, $8.25, $7.·>0, $β 25, $5.00
TOWELS, regular «1.50 pair
red tag price, 98c pair
red tag price, 12 l-2c MISSES' COATS that eold for $10.00,
$7 50, $5.98,
LUNCH CLOTHS, fine linen, pretty STRIPED MADRAS for waists, regular
"J tag price, 93
red tag price, $5.00, $3.75, .2.00
price, 15c
patterns, large sizes, eold for $2.75
SOIESKTTE for waists, short lengths, 3NE LOT MISSES' COATS, size 14 to
and 12.00,
20, good assortment of colors, sold for
□early all colors, sold for 25c,
red tag prices, $1 98 and $1.2;>
red tag price, 15c
red tag price, «2.08
$10.00 and $8.00,
25
worth
«1
size
NAPKINS, linen, good
MUSLINS all kinds and colors, sold for MISSES' COATS, sizes 14 to 20, sold
red tag price, 09c doz
12 1 2c, 15c, 18c, red tag price, 7 l-2c
red tag price, $1 93
for 15.08,
NAPKINS, desirable size, worth §1.50 FIGURED
MUSLINS, very pretty, s »l«l CHILDREN'S COATS, plain and fancy
doz.
98c
red
doz.
tag price,
for 12 l-2c,
red tag price, 8 l-2c
mixtures, sold for §5 98, *4.98. $3 98,
NAPKINS, good size and floe linen, 3EERSUCKER AND FANCY CREPE
red tag
$2 98, $1.98,
worth $2.00 doz., red tag price, $1 25
for waists and dresses, nearly all colprice, -52 99, $2 49, $1.99, «1.49, and 98c
>RESS SKIRTS, mostly blacks, a few
NAPKINS, heavy linen, worth $2.00 and
ors, sold for 25c and 15c,
blues and browns, of Panama cloth:
red tag price, 12 l-2c and Sc
$2.25 doz., red tag price, $1.49 and $1.37
SEVERAL LOTS of Imported samples WU1TE AND PINK LAWN 40 inches : SKIRTS sold for $3.98,
red tag price, $2.7ο
red tag price, 9c
wide, sold for 15c,
of Doilies and Centerpieces of fine
SHIRTINGS, cotton cheviot, for men's : SKIRTS "Bold for $4.98,
linen, some of the Cluny lace,
red tag price, $3.75
shirts and boys' blouses, 28 inches
red tag price * the regular price
SKIRTS sold for $0 50,
wide, regular price 12 l-2c,
BED SPREADS, worth $1.00,
red tag price, 9c
reg tag price, $4.98
red tag price, 79c
ilLKOLINE, 30 inches wide, pretty pat- i ·' IKIRTS sold for «9.00,
worth
$2.50,
BED SPREADS, good size,
red tag price, $7.50
terns, regular 12 l-2c,
red tag price, $1.50
red tag price, 9 l-2c 1 Λ DIES' FURS, Isabella Fox shawl
BEDSPREADS, large and heavy, worth FIGURED SATTEEN, 30 inches wide,
collars, sold for $15.00,
red tag price, $1.";>
$3.00,
red tag price, $9.00
sold for 17c,
red tag price, 9 l-2c

BLEACHED SHEETS, good cotton, 72x
0
red tag price, 39c
90, regular 59c,
104,900 00
4,445,.'00 00
389,301 92 BLEACHED SHEETS, 81x90, fine qual289,389 06
cotton, regular 75c,

In South Paris, Feb. 23, Leonard Whitman·
Notice.
,ged 77 years.
In Portland, Feb. 18, Dr. Marcus F. Brooks,
I herebv forbid all persons trusting my wife,
4
3
months,
63
days.
iged
years,
Κ ose E. Champion, on my account as I snail not
In Norway, Feb. 18, Mrs. Sarah M. Cole, aged I
mm, "<·" »' *>'
1 years, 6 months, 6 days.
In Norway, Feb. 21, Martha, widow of the late
7 9
Porter, Me., Feb. 7,1910.
lob 8t1rk, aged 62 years, 7 months, 20 days.
Id Oxford, Feb. 18, George Heslop.
In Brownileld, Feb. 24, Mrs. Nelson Lane.
In Fast Buckfleld, Feb. 22, son of Mr. and I
lire. Peter Gauthier, aged 1 year, 3 months.

,

Under this heading there
will be goods much less than
one-half the regular price.
Read carefully.

BATES

BEDSPREADS, large and pretty patterns worth $3 50, red tag price, $2.50

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
bas been duly appointed administratrix of the
sstate of
HKRBKRT A. FLETCHER, late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
arc desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

Died.

^

blue and buff, fast colore, sold for 50c
red tag price, 37$c

red tag price, 4 l-2c
$ 6,237,834 91
price 0c,
Agent,
LOCKWOOD UNBLEACHED COTTON
Watervllle, Maine.
FREELAND HOWE, Local Agent,
30 inch regular price 8 l-2c
Norway, Me.
Ï-12
red tag price, 7 l-2c

Married.

Valle*^'A. Miueu.

Miscellaneous.

Goods

Wash

rem-

patterns
nants, large
red tag price, 45c
worth 75c,
UNBLEACHED LINEN DAMASK, good
width, 50c quality, red tag price, 30c
BATES COLORED DAMASK in red,
of

Total Liabilities and Surplus
M. F. BARTLETT, General

In North Paris Feb. 20, to the wife of R. B.
Severs, a daughter.
In Yarmouth, Feb. 15, to the wife of Dclphon
It rooks, a son.
In Norway, Feb. 19, to the wife of Win. S.
Rick ford, a son.
In Norway, Feb. 19, to the wife of George K.
•toblnson, a daughter.

(

DAMASK,

s-ssortraent

* 6,237,834 91 COTTON CRASH, heavy quality, regular
Admitted Assets
red tag price, 9 l-2c
12 l-2c,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1909.
red tag price, 19c
435,830 80
$
Net Unpaid Losses
LINEN
44
CRASH,
quality, regular ; A DIES' VESTS AND PANTS, cotton
good
1,160,723
Unearned Premiums
127,636 34
Λ11 other Liabilities
red tag price 7 1-2
And wool, sold for 75c to il. 7·>,
10c,
2,000,000 oo
Cash Capital,
33
2,513,644
red tag price, 39c
all
over
Liabilities,.......^
Surplus
LINEN CRASH, good quality, regular

Horn.

Merrm.

Housekeeper.

DRESS TRIMMINGS, blacks and colored, that sold for 50c to 87 l*2c,
Press
red tan price, 12 l-2c
There are remnants and odd FANCY WORK RAGS of cretonne, sold
for 25c,
red
Price< 10c
pieces which are going into
BELTS, silk, kid and elastic, sold for
this sale that you want to be
red ,a8 Price«
an(* 1(^c
50c,
sure they don't escape your REMNANTS of Worsted Dress Goods,
nearly all colors, regular price, $1.00
eye.

841/230 98

220,784

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

Shako Allen's Foot-Kase in one shoe and
lot In the other, and notice the difference. Juat
he thing to use when rubber· or overshoes be;ome necessary, and your shoes seem to pinch.
Sold Everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any tubtli710
ute.

In South Paris, Feb. 26. at Hotel Andrews,
>y Kev. T. N. Kewley, Mr. James Arthur Colley
>f South Paris, and Mies Nellie May Allen of
;ornleh.
In Brownileld, Feb. 18, by Rev. A. W. Smith,
ilr. Sumner Durgln and Miss Flossie May
Ventworth, both oi Brownfleld.
In Norway, Feb. 17, by Kev. O. L. Stone, Dr.
'rudant Bedard and Mies Margaret B. Billings,
toth of Norway.

Deposit Co.

MARYLAND.

ASSETS,

Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,

j,

in many cases are much less than ONE-HALF REGULAR PRICES.
This list given below is only to show how prices are cut and gives no
idea as to the large lot of goods you will find in the Red Tag Sale.

_

South Paris, Me.

pounds

THE RED TAG PRICES

BLEACHED LINEN

the best

very best costs
is

is

which

and finish has

A WILD BLIZZARD RAGING

know the meaning. It is
and
ends" imperfect goods,
"odds
of
clear
our way of keeping our stock
soiled goods, goods for any reason Dame Fashion says are not "just
the thing". More goods are put in this Red Tag Sale than ever before.

LOCKWOOD UNBLEACHED COT ΓΟΝ
Here are many goods that
40 inch regular price 9 l-2c,
continually
the housekeeper is
red tag price, 9c
buying, that because of some UNBLEACHED COTTON 42 iuch wi.le
slight imperfection or soiling good quality, regular price 15c,
red tag price, 12c
haa caused us to put a red tag
BLEACHED COTTON, 42 inch wide
price on them.
good cotton, regular 15c,
BLEACHED LINEN DAMASK70inches
red tag price, 10c
wide, sold for 87c, red tag price, 59c

a

Courtesy

TAG

Throughout this part of the State people

For the Good Housekeeper. For the Good

quality

brings danger, suffering—often death—
to thousands, who take colds, coughs
ind lagrippe—that terror of Winter and
Spring. Its danger signals are "stuffed
jp," nostrils, lower part of nose sore,
ïhills and fever, pain in back of head,
nid a
throat-gripping cough. When

Hetty Holcomb, a country
M

BUT

just that kind which yonr
need; nothing else will do.

For

Teat h me, Ο teach me! So little I know,
Scarcely a step of the wav I should go,
Scarcely a syllable set to life's psalm,
Only a hint of some possible calm
After life's dream; of the blessed refrain
Set to life's music, come, tcach me again.
Lcra Bell.

see

^ ^

the means of restoring th
weakened and irritated eye muscles an
nerves to a strong and natural action.
are

Eaton, Crane

Knowledge of earth I no longer may win
Ere the long anthem of Heaven begin.
You who have listened the cadences sweet,
Teach me the wisdom of Heaven to repeat,
Teach me tue faith that steals into your heart
When the long folds of life's draperies part.

P1»^™

M

than correctly fitted glaaaea, bccaus

beyond question

Ah! the old pages I never may con,
Life Is too short to repent even one
Of the old lessons—yet fain would I ask
Help from my teacher In many a task,
Even more hard to the womanly heart
Than to the child were the teachings of art.

?be

Harold Rutledge,

Come, gentle teacher, again as of yore,
Patiently teach me the lesson once more.
Hear me again as I stand by your side
Waiting the wonl that shall lovingly guide
All ray proud heart to obedience sweet.
All my alow speech to an utterance meet.
I am so Ignorant; still, as a child

Come, gentle Teacher, my knowledge Is small,
Even the sciences open to all
Scarce have been named by me ; never a grace
Gives fair excuse for the lines on my face,
Though I have treasured for rnanv a year
Fragments like crystals from wisdom's bright
sphere.

lack of confidence in the
exhibiting itself in a failure to reach the
The
fall possibilities of their parts.
preparation was needless. If any of the
players had fears of that sort, they did
iway with them by study and PreparaIn the first place, they studied
tion
their lines (which amateure sometimes
[ai! to do), and had no use for the
prompter, and in the second place, they
uudied tbeir respective roles and the
aoesibilities of them. The result was a
well-balanced, effective and enjoyable
areeentation of the play.
The play, except as a framework for
be delineation of characters, has no exraordinary merit. It is the s m pie
itory of an attractive country girl who
narries the rich young New Yorker and
η his home is persecuted by the aristocratic mother of her husband, and a
scheming, unscrupulous woman who
wants the husband herself, until the
jounir wife flees back to her old country
aome, where her husband Anally comes
»nd gets her, and all ends happily, as it
wnally does in plays. It is a type
if drama much in vogue just at present
for the amateur stage, and one made up
iimost entirely of what are known as
is Perb®P"
•character parte"—whioh
>ne reason why it was so well presented.
The Swastika Orchestra played be
The affair was ™der the
tween acts.
lusDicesof the members of Mrs. ura
way's class in the Methodist Sunday
School, and the proceeds will go toward
new church to be built this year.
Two good audiences saw the play, and
the
commended
perindividually
formance—though as far ae testifying
their appreciation by
"baud" was concerned, they were as,
oold as a Boston girl's kiss.
The cast was as follows:
iorae

There is do safer or more aure remed

they

RED

THE

For Your Byee

IN ▲ STATE OF EYESTRAIN

The

TEACH ME AUAIN.

t would con pages where wisdom has smiled.
I would forget now the years roll between,
How for us each the low mound has grown green
Over the loved ones, how many a way
Opened in childhood, Is closing to-day.

company on the road bad played
night stand here, and pnt on Val,ey
Firm" exactly as it was done, they
would have been entitled as professionΔη to an equally commendatory statement of the case. As there were in the
^ast a number of little or no exper.ence
on the stage, and no training for it, some

»

We have just received » picture curc
from a friend in Ohio, that is more aatia
fylog than any other of the scores that
have come to band from the four quarIt is a faithful repreters of the globe.
sentation of a scene upon which we looked just flfty-two years ago on the 15th oi
the April that is coming right along.
Maysville, Ky., has changed but little ic
appearance in all the years that bring
changes elsewhere. The little city lien
along the south bank of the "placid, soft
Ohio," and back of it rise the grand old
wooded bills, and the roadway winding
up and around is in plain view, that oui
feet have trodden when our legs were
strong and could successfully oope wltb
Kentucky mud. The only perceptible
change is a railroad track between the
city and the river bank.
Opposite Maysville is the city of Aberdeen in Ohio, where we spent a day and
a night after steaming down the river
from Parkersburg on the good boat,
"Swallow." A steam ferry boat, theD
as now plied and plies between the two
olties.
On a Monday morning at the date
named, our feet touched the eacred soil
and—stuck, but we pulled up the winding way, twelve miles to Poe's Mills and
cousin Allen's, and—wiped our boots.
Proin the heights above the city we turned to look and the scene presented will
never fade away.
The sun developed it
thee and there. We keep the negative
still, but you cannot see it. We cannot
ebow it to you nor describe it. About
the year 1780 Daniel Boone looked from
those heights and was thrilled with the
prospect, and put his feelings into words
that we fail to recall.
We have lately seen a little gem of
poetry written by one with whom we
corresponded years ago, but whom we
never saw.
We had lost trace of her till
the other day. Her old teacher, Miss
Julia H. May, to whom the poem Is inscribed, says: "But, alas, she died before
she came to her own, and a little graveyard in Augusta holds all that is left of
her on earth." "Lura Bell" was her
nom de plume, and her name Julia May
John.
Williamson.

the

price.

Lota

marked down in
same

proportion.

Norway,
Maine.

N.

own

and your

Dayton Bolster Co.

10 Per Cent Discount on Fur Robes
to close them out.
a few fur robes in all kinds that I shall sell
Call
at a 10 per cent discount while they last.
and see what a good robe I am selling for a little

I have

money.

James N. Favor,
01

Main St.,

Norway, Main·.

*

The Land of

The First Prize.

Puzzledom.

For sixty years, the
true "L. F."Atwood'» Bitters have safeguarded the
You can always
health of thousands of families.
in life's contest is robust health.

depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them ; that is

all we ask. Results will prove convincing enough. A
large bottle for 35c. and only a teaspoonful to a dose.

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

No. 830.—CroMword Enigma.
In "game" to lolly;
In "bunch" of holly;
In "sprig" of green;
In "water" clean;
In "faces" bright;
In "darkest' night;
In "sleigh" bo fine;
In "figure" nine;
In "boot," not shoe;
In "sebra" too.
What am I? You surely will remember
▲ battle fought In bleak December.
No. 831.—Charade.
Here Is a word which TWO would
say was applicable to whole wheat
It Is so WHOLE, they say.
bread.
With some for TWO and whole (Pr
ONE, not the ONE of the world prefers it to ordinary bread.

L
My first In old times brought delight
To many a weary, wandering wight.
Had one my second's speed ne'er known
'Twould seem to him as if he'd flown.
My third one must soon learn to say
If he'd my fourth temptation's sway.
My whole a state they say we meet

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5, 1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
this advertiseyour friends to begin to save

THE

ment for you.

THE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday. Mar. 1, 1910, at 3 P. M., will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

ANNUAL FALL

GREAT VALUES.
a

opportunity

Visit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
Easv terms. Send for catalogs and prices.
second hand instruments

ed.

W. J. WHEELER,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,
PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

in our lines give

anything

MIND!

In

WE CAN SAVE YOU MOXEY.

us a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,

Sheathing Paper,

Builders' Hardware,

Linseed Oil,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

House Faints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Faints,

III.

try imitations.

rootings.

As yours It could be never known.
My fifth Is last, but "always first
To make gay or sad is always versed.
My whole a festival of the past.
I hope you've found me out at last.
—Youth's Companion.

No. 833.—Four Hidden Cities.
"Now. Bthel." said Johnny, "you
must fall down when 1 say 'Bang!' οι
how will 1 know It is uiy turu?"
We'll κ* t wet without an
"Hello!
umbrella." said mother when the rain
"Oh." said Miss Marie. "She's taken
three children to support! Land knows
how she's going to do It."
"That does not seem very new. Have
not you something more up to date?"
said Mrs. Jones to the clerk.

Out of the forest at first 1 came.
Where once 1 stood with arms aflame.
I hold the heart of the sturdy oak
And hemlock, felled with mighty stroke.
1 came with slaughter of flr and pine.
The proudest head was brought for mine.
And yet 1 bend to the softest breeze
That ever stirred through tender trees.
No one has seen me on the land.
Yet oft before your eyes 1 stand.
If you would have me travel far
Direct my passage by a star.

No. 835.—Anagrams.
(Famous poems aud their authors.)
lu the following anagrams the let-

not
thp

by

ou

Co-

burn Ashmead.
2. "The Egg of Ileibrlght Cuthedral.'by Fentou S. Darn ley.
3. "How the Elf Πα ted Forest," by
Wilbur Allyn McAltiue.
4. "Music of Merry Poet." by Celia
C. Ray.
5. "Stoket Children at School," by
Rowland Northney Howell. F. G. S.

Telephones

have

a

few lirst class wheelbarrows.

Don't

Call and see them.

and Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries11 the
best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutb Paris.

STANDARD
SEWING

What instruments are

MACHINES.
Send for

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

YEARS'

60

EXPERIENCE

Patents

to close out o<M

patterns

ami clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

A Novel Calendar: March.

Rat. tar.

The "pure food law" is designed by
the Government to protect the public
from injurious ingredients in both foods

Sdcnttfic American.

Wool Carpets

—

October. November.
No. 828.—Anagrams: Slam. China.
Wales, Ireland. Scotland. Denmark.
Norway. Africa Russia. Senegal.
No. 828.—Reversed Words: 1. Raw.
war.
2. Trap, part. 3. Flow. wo'f. 4.

Αητοηβ sending a sketch and description m»
whether an
QUlcklv i»< ertain our optuion freeCommunicaInvention is probably patentable.
tion· ttrictlyconBderitlal. HANDBOOK on Pateuu
Milt free. olilest agency for securing patenta.
Patent· taken through Munn A Co. r«c«lT·
tptetal notice, without charge, lu th·

A LOW PRICE

Catsklll. 2. Leavenworth. 3. Boston.
4. Newark. 5. Lowell. 0. Dunkirk. 7.
Cleveland. 8. Springfield. I). New Or11. Saratoga
10. Hartford.
leans.
13. HaitiSprings. 12. Manchester.
14. Hannibal. 15. Wlllamantic.
more.

No. 827

Copyrights Ac.

& Co.3e,Bro«^ New York
MUNN
Branch Office. OK F St, Washington. D. C.

1.

May. Juue, July. August. September.

Design·

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I.arseet ctr·
culatlon of any sciautlUc tournai. Terms. <3 a
year: four months, 9L Sold by all newsdealers.

Key to Puzzlsdom.

823.—Enigmatical Geography:

ton.

IMDK W*'

...

No.

represented?

No. S24. -Hidden Articles of Fuel:
Coal, coke, peat, pis. wood.
No. 825.—Hidden Diagonal: Orion.
2. Ardor. 3. Thing
Words: 1. Older
4. Manor. 5. Regan.
No. 826.—Bulgmae: 1. Violet. 2. Ful-

South Paris.

Wheat Cleaned

Six Times

"The equipment for wheat cleansing
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.

of door from dirt"and bacteria shows
in its appearance.
Fkof. Wm Jago,
in Xational Aêsveiativ* Kevitw.

Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Bark's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags—is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note how much purer William Tell is
than other flours. This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom suchasonly Ohio wheat can make.
Ask yoar dealer, and insist on having—

William Tell
For Sale

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

|M\ W
\ \

M0US8B.

Have cut a thick slice from the upper
or best side of the center of a raw ham.
Remove the fat and with a sharp knife
scrape the pulp from the fibers. There
should be a cup, half a pound, of the
pulp. Pound the pulp with the pestle in
a wooden mixing bowl; add the white of

43^

W

^

Mil

of

battle

Gettysburg

in progress
almost equal-

was
an

ly Important
conflict
waging In

the

southwest, and
General Grant
was winning the

Hgwvk
Jtjfijfame which

Jpf¥-—Vl\

was

was

later t0 put hlm
at the head of
1110 ϋη1οη iorcee
and end the

When the
egg and pound again.
V
"fl^"
mixture is smooth, add a second white
Then add
of egg and pound again.
In
the
east,
Π
three-fourths a cup of cold white sauce
"
and again pound until smooth. In makgeneral after
ing the sauce use milk or chicken broth. general was taking chief command
Press the mixture through a puree sieve. with
figurative "flourishes of trumSet the sieve in one part of a double
pets."
only to make more or less of a
work
the
boiler, then use the pestle and
of every effort to conquer the
fizzle
Add
done.
can be easily and quickly
dethe beaten yolks of two eggs and half a J south aud then to be humlllatlngly

by

an

drugs. It is beneficial both to tbe
pnblic and to the conscientious manufacturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a successful remedy for cold in tbe head, nasal
catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing no injurious drugs, meets fully the requirements of tbe new law, and that fact is
and

paokage. It
contains none of the injurious drugs
which are required by the law to be
prominently stated

on

every

mentioned on the label.
use it safely.

Hence you can

How to Propose.
A Hindu father recently received the
following letter asking for the hand of
his daughter: "Dear Sir—It is with a
flattering penmanship that I write to
have communication with you about the
prospective condition of your damsel
offspring. For some remote time to
past, a secret passion has firing my
bosom internally with loving for your
daughter. I have navigated every channel in the magnitude of my extensive
jurisdiction to cruelly smother the growing love knot that is being constructed
in my within side, but the humid lamp
of affeotion still nourishes my love-sickened heart. Hoping that you will concordantly corroborate in espousing your
female progeny to my tender bosom and
thereby acquire me into yonr family

NORWAY,

MAINE.

circle.

LADY WANTED

very

the cage became mixed up. They bad
grudge to puy off on the dude monkey, and the dude got the worst of it.

When the keepers broke up the scrimwas
mage the conceited monkey's face
tbp
so badly scratched and cut that

Your dntiful son-in-law."

The

OF

bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays,
by the Court to ha^e a

debts

Ne.

family.

The

We will give you
at the same time.

KNOW.

SOUTH

PARIS,

of

A

new

Plumbing

Goods.

Lot
The best of

Norwayt

Lonsley,

Maine.

Bankrupt's Petition

I

am

sorts of

MAI IN

Rooms.

prepared

now

all

buy

to

INCLUDING

—

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
I have

I

a

lot of second hand
Sleighs, Car-

Furniture,

and other goods
and second hand for

riages
new

sale.
Cash

paid

and I sell for

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.

"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8."
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoes for the
past tlx years, and always find tliey are tr.r
• uperlor to all other high grade shoes in style,
comfort and durability."
W. O. JONES.
110 Howard Ave.. Uticn. Ν. Y.
If I could take you into my large fac·
tone· at Brockton, Mais., and ahow you
how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
made, you would realize why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and
are of greater value than any other make.
CAUTION1—See Hint W. I.. Douic'.as name and prie#
I* sUinpe<l on the bo torn, 'i'ake No NiiliatUut·,
If your dealer cannot Hi you with W I-IloUKluseho»»,
for Mail Order ('alaluu. W.I..Doublai, lliuckton,
M.

Ëte
TOR SALE BY
J. F. Plummer,

goods

for

when

same.

If you have

anything

sell or have sold at
it in.

bought

you wish

tn

private sale bring

I handle real estate, buying
ing, also surety bonds.

Auction rooms, No.

or

sell-

2, Western Ave,

Albert D. Park.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

So. Paris.

kill™· couch
CURE

and

THS

LIINC8

Dr.

FOR Colds"8

NORWAY, MAINE.

Picture Frames

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

and Pictures,

GUARANTEED S ATI 8 FACTORY
OB MONET REFUNDED.

1

Mats, Mirrors

SUFFERERS

Foot

&

ot Corn·, Bunion·,
Plat Foot, Chilblain· and all other
OUR BOOK enUtlcd,

Trouble·,

'Foot Ailments ind Their Ultimate Cures'

in

CHIPPEWA REMEDY CO.

DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

43tf

M.

IUII!V| IUIIIU|
GREENHOUSE.
I

AT

THE

Me.

I

PORTER ST., SOUTH PARIS,

E. P. CROCKETT,
ltf

FLORIST.

and Oil

a

specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

Citante· sod bettitifie. tlie hair. I
Pro mute# a luxuriant growth.
I
Never Tails to Beatore Ο ray I
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
CurM acalp dieraee· a hair falling.
fOc, nd |ΙϋΟ at I>rucyi»U

J.

Water color,

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PARKER'S
HAIR BAL8AM

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.

Crayon,

Sepia

BUFFALO, Ν. Y.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Mouldings si.

High Grade Portrait Work

which explain· In full each aliment, It·
and how instant relief may be obtained. This FREE offer Is made for a
limited time only. Enclose Four Cent· in
stamps to cover cost of mailing.
cause

P. O. Boa No.9S

»

trict Court of the 1'nlted States for the Diet,
of Maine:
thi
of
DUPIUS
Rumford, in
and State of Mal e
County of

OMER

Oxford^

day of .January, lart pant, lie was
the Actm of Con»,
adjudgedto bankrupt, under
Bankruptcy; that he has iluly ;r
relating
rendered all hie property and rights of proi
t
an·! has fully compiled with all the requin ·η
of said Acts anil of the orders of Court t··
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore fie prays, that he may lie do :<x
t.
by the Court to have a full discharge fr
debts provable against his estate un· 1er
*
bankruptcy Acte, except such dlWl M
cepted by law from euch discharge.
Dated this 17th «lay of February, A. I). 1
OMBR DUPUIS, Itankr.. t
the -.'Jnil

ORDER OF NOTICE

ΤΗΕΚΚΟΛ.

District oh Maink, es.
On this 19th «lay of Feb., A.I). 191
reading the foregoing petition, It la—
Orilerc·! l>v the Court, that a bearing I»
ujion the name on the lllhilitv of M.ir.,
1910, before said Court at Portland, In sat
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; an
notice thereof be published In The <
Democrat, a newspaper prtnte·! <n said l>:
and that all known creditors, and other )
In Interest, may appear at the said U:
place, and show cause, if any they hay·
the prayer of said petitioner should

I'
>'.·
ν
t

h]

granted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court.
the Clerk shall send bv mall to all know;
Itore copies of said iietltlon and ihleonl
dressed to them at tnelr places of reside

>

1

id
*

stated.

Witness the Hon. Ci.akkni'k Hai.k,
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, nt
land, In said District, on the 19th day of
A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWEY.t
[L.S.]
Λ true copy of petition and order then
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. <

rt

-■

ΙΉΟΒΛΤΚ HOTICKh.

To a'l pereonb Interested In either of the 1

·■'·

hereinafter named
At a Probate Court, held at Paris,
>v oi
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tin
Feb
In the year of our Lord one th
The following
nine hundred and ten.
•living been presented for the action thci
hereinafter indicated, It U hereby Οκ»κκ·
η
That notice thereof be given to all persoi
'*
tereeted, by causing a copy of this onler
in
the
published three weeks successively
fori Democrat, a newspaper published at S it:
Paris, in eald County, thai they may appear -t
Probate Court U> dc held at said Paris
the third Tuesday of March, A. D. 1910,
of the clock In the foreDoon, and be heard tl·· r«
on If they see cause.

named.

JSk.

FREE TO

)

Cynthia S. Berry, late of Ruck field, derr η
will snd petition for probate thereof prebv Charles F. Berry, the executor the li

King's
New Discovery
w,th

.,

κ.

OMER DUPIUS.
J In Banknij
Bankrupt. J
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the !

COMPANY,

&

rt

Discharge.

for

In the matter of

—

oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and eee this line. JobNo
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
Xj. M.

of the eald Court, and the seal thereof, at
land, In eald District, on the l'Hh day
A. D. 1010.
JAMES E. HEWEV, <
fL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order then
Attest .—IAMBS E. HEWEl.i

STOCKS OF GOODS

does

FBITTEBS.

one

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hall.

you money

save

Auction

SHOES

sa*

Oats

least.

and

pi.

ORDER OF IVOTICE TUEREoV.
District ok Maine, as
On this 19th day of Feb A. D. 1910,
lng the foregoing |*titlon, it Ia—
'.vl
Ordered by the Court, That a heart iv
11th day of Mar λ 1).
upon the same on theat
-a!
Hi.*
In
Portland,
eald
Court
1310, before
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, an that
notice thereof be published In tli·· Oxfoi
ocrat, a newspaper printed In eald DlMrlri anj
Id
that all known creditors, and other perinterest, may appear at the eald time nr.
and show cauee. If any they have, why 1
er of eald petitioner ehould not be gra it·
And it Is further ordered by the Cour That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all know en■'
t
(tore copiée of eald petition and this or
«
dressed to them at tnelr places of reel'!·

No musician
but is
one

....

WiSOUGUS

food in the world be-

and

quality

TOLMAN

E.

C.

popular

it

Witnesses:

MAINE.

from our perfect pianos.
but admires them; no
interested in the price.

hie
X DUCHARME, Bant*
mark
Walter L. Gkav.
Blanche a. Barrows.

ARSENE

perpetual pleasure

will find

Discharg·■.

Petition for

of
)
In lianv
t^.
ARSENE DUCHARME,
Bankrupt. )
of
imsTo the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
trict
trict Court of the United Stated for the
of Maine:
1 the
of
Rumford,
DUCHARME,
ARSENE
Λ. (bounty of Oxford, and State <>'
thai
in eald District, respectfully represent
non the 16th day of February, 1'jO:», I.
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Λ t of
that
iu
to
Bankruptcy;
Congress relating
tduly surrendered all his property and rl 1 of
the
with
has
and
compiled
fully
property,
requirements of said Acts and of the or
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
deWherefore he prays, That he may
creed by the Court to have a full dlschartr· '.-·>«
·λ!1
urn!·
estate
his
all <Iebts provable against
et
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 15th day of Feb., A. U. 1'jI"

LOVERS OF MUSIC

healthy, rugged

is

Bankrupt's

In the matter

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
NORWAY.

el.

printed

The officers of this Bank are glid to give its depositors not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help a';d counsel as well. We
solicit your business and pledge ourselves to serve
well.
your interests faithfully and

OF

»;i

-afcj

,·

MONEY.

YOUR

FOR

τ

\
of Mat
d.
upon the name on the 4th day
1U10, before eald Court at Portland, In «a in»,
thy
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
notice thereof be published In The Oxfor Ilea
In eald Dl-t··
and
ocrat, a newspaper
it
that all known creditors, ami other ]■·■.·.,·«,
Interest, may appear at the said time v.
if
have.
the
any they
and show cause,
not I.··
.1*1.
prayer of said petitioner should
the
And It Is further Ordered by the Com t
::ton
mall
to ail known
send
shall
Clerk
by
ie<l
copies of said petition and this order, a·
to them at their places of residence as Mal
J. tge
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hai..
of the eald Court, and the seal thereof, : !'·,rtda
12th
on
the
K«b.,
land, in said District,
Α. I). 1910.
JAMKS E. IIEWEY. 1
[L.8.]
A true copy of petition and order tin
rk.
J Κ M ES E. HEWKV
Attest

MAINE,

NORWAY,

ι.η

a

Dated this 5th day of February, Λ 1>
ELGIN A. GKEENLEAF, lia
apt.
ORDER OF NOTICE TRERKOt.
District of Maine, ss.
readOn this 12th day of Feb.. A. D. 1S»1
ing the foregoing petition, It Is
i.V|
Opterai by the Court, that a hearing

depositor.

to you as a

that he may 1full discharge

provable against his estate
bankruptcy Acts, except «u,-h debt-»
cepted by law from sucn discharge.

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward, legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.
Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better security than that

family that
plenty of

Quaker

CODFISH

Augusta,

years

Discharge.

<

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

|

j

thirty-eight

For

[

WANTED

great deal

means a

Petition for

Elgin

National Bank Protection

utci^vith

SALT

Sc.*.
91JS

Send for free book
we can sell your farm.
money, Is nt your service and
500 farms at once.
"How a Farmer Sold ilis Farm." We want

on

Bankrupt's

I
the matter of
ELGIN A. GREENLEAF, J In Bank: try.
Bankrupt. )
To the (Ion. Clabence Hale, Judge of tu
District Court of the ûnlted States fur tr.e
District of Maine:
a. greenleaf, ofNorw.
mtu
County of Oxford, and .State ot M
nald District, respectfully represents, ti, .i „r, the
27th day of November, laet past, be wa
judged bankrupt under the Act» of < frm
relating to bankruptcy; that he bM
rendered all hi* property and ritrhts of,
rt?
and has fully compiled with all the reij .·
ecu'
of said Acts and of the orders of Court t·
aitz

PARIS.
A. W. WALKER A SON, AGENTS. SO.

Vicksburg. This city was tlie key to
the Confederate power in that section
und was also the key to the Mississippi
river.
Uutil it should be conquered
the Mississippi could not be wholly
opeued to the Union.
The place was defended by a strong
MACABOXI CBOqUETTES.
southern force under General PendleBreak enough macaroni into half-inch ton.
Sbcrmnn had already attacked
pieces to iill a cup. Let cook in rapidly ; it and had been repulsed. It was conboiling, salted water until tender. Drain, ! sidered impregnable.
rinse in cold water, and drain again.
Early in 1&U3 Grant took command
Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter; in
of the Army of the Mississippi and
it cook three tablespoonfuls of fiour,
half a teaspoonful of salt and one-fourth turned his attention to Vicksburg.
Δ Ueet under Admiral Porter co-opera teaspoonful of mustard; add one cup
THE CONCEITED MONKEY.
him.
After several futile
and a fourth of milk or broth, or part
to shave his
stir
and
tomato
broth and part
puree,
plaus Grant marched down the river's surgeons were obliged
and cook until boiling. Add half a cup west bank. Oh April 30 he crossed the whiskers all off before bandaging blm.
or more of grated cheese and the macariver again, beat back the Confeder- □e was kept In the monkey hospital
roni. Mix thoroughly and turn into an ates in two battles and came toward till his hurts were healed, then let
agate pan, to make a sheet a generous
from the rear. Four battles loose among his mates.
half inoh in thickness. Let stand over- Vicksburg
As before, be mounted the barrel
betweeu May 12 aud May
night or some hours, to become very were fought
his hand to
cold and firm. With a biscuit cutter ; 17. Then, having pushed past the last majestically and put up
whiskers
stamp into rounds. Remove these, with of the guarding outposts, Grant laid stroke his whiskers. But no
a spatula, to a board spread with sifted
siege to the city. The Confederate were there. The dude nearly fell over
the macaroni I general, Johnston, was not far behind with nstonlshment.
crumbs. Cover
bread
Then he looked
rounds with crumbs, then dip a beaten hini with a
large body of men, but fail- at his mates. They were quite as
of
four
ι
with
diluted
tablespoonfuls
egg,
After forty
ed to relieve the siege.
much surprised as he was. They ran
milk, over them and again roll in crumbs. I seven days the Vicksburg garrison,
in a group and chattered their
together
as
substantial
the
fat.
Serve
in
Fry
deep
dish of a luncheon. Serve celery or let- starved and overpowered, asked for monkey talk, discussing this strange
Grant replied thing which had happened.
All at
terms of capitulation.
tuce salad at the same time.
that the only terms he would listen to once they began to make sport of the
DELICATE ΙϋΚΛ MEAL MUrMflS.
were "unconditional surreuder!"
dude.
They squeaked their monkey
Sift together, three times, one cup and
On July 4 (the day after the battle of lnugb.
They howled derision, jeer
a half of sifted pastry flour, three level
Gettysburgi Vicksburg surrendered. and scorn at him. Finally they Reone
of
tableepoonsugar,
tablespoonfuls
In the whole Vicks- fused
ful and one-fourth of granulated corn The Uulou general
absolutely to have anything to
meal, half a teaspoonful of salt and two burg campaigu had lost barely U.000 do with blm. turned their backs on
slightly rounding teaspoonfuls of bak- men. The Confederate losses are said blm and frowned him out of respecing powder; add three tablespoonfuls of; to have been almost 00,000.
table monkey society.
melted butter and three-fourths a cup of
General Itosecrans the same month
j
Well, the dude monkey could not ena
batter.
to
and
stir
smooth
sweet milk,
drove a southern army under General duro their scorn. He was utterly sad
Bake in a hot, well-buttered roll pan
Bragg out of middle Tennessee, across and miserable. The keepers gave him
about twenty minutes.
the Cumberland mouutains, to Chattathen a «-age to himself, where he still
FLOBADOBA BUNS.
uooga. At Chickamauga. beyond that
One morning the
Cool a cup of scalded milk to a luke- town. General Lougstreet belnc sent moped sorrowfully.
poor chap was found dead In his cage.
Add a cake of com-.
warm temperature.
by Lee with another army to re-enfrom
pressed yeast, softened in one-fourth a force Lira Kg. the retreatlug Confeder- He had died of η broken heart
the ridicule of his monkey acquaintcup of water, then stir in about two cups
In α battle lasting
at bay.
of bread flonr, or enough''to make a bat- ates turned
ances.
all ulglit Sept. 19 and part of tho next
ter; beat uutil smooth, cover and set
Union
were
defeated
troops
aside to become very light and full of day the
bubbles. Add half a cup of cocoanut, with a loss of 10.351 and fell back on
TO
BOTH
!
of
the
half a cup of sliced citron,
yolks
Chattanooga, where Bragg besieged
a
tea-1
half
of
two eggs, half a cup
sugar,
thenj. Grant re-enforced Uosecrans
But the Beautiful Daughter Got the
spoonful of salt, one-third a cup of melt- ! and on Nov. 23 attacked the ConfederBetter of the Contest.
ed shortening and enough flour to make !
who held the neighboring sum"Maria," said the choleric father of
Knead until elastic; cover and ates.
a dough.
Mismits of Lookout mountain and
a beautiful daughter, "who was that
set aside until doubled in bulk. Shape
This bloody struggle,
into balls weighing about two ounces, sionary ridge.
young fool who called on you last
each; cover closely with pan or bowl, to known as the battle of Chattanooga night and stayed until midnight? 1
avoid the formation of a crust. Form (part of It being fought on the mounwant to know at once."
into oval shapes. Set close together in tain tops above the clouds) lasted three
"You shall know in duo time," said
baking pans. When light bake about days and resulted In a great victory
I want to know sometwenty-live minutes. Brush over with for the uorth. The Confederates were Maria, "but first
thing. Was he a young fool simply
white of egg, sprinkle with sliced al- ;
of
driven out
Tennessee.
monde and granulated or coffee A sugar. completely
because be called on me?"
While Grant was clearing the eouthReturn to the oven to set the glaze.
"What"west of his foes much less progress
"Or was he a young fool because he
BEST COCOA FOB QUICK USE.
had been made by the Union armies
thought me attractive enough to talk
Take half a pound of cocoa, five cups In the east.
In July. 18G3, General
to until midnight?"
of granulated sugar, seven cups of boilG ill more besieged Charleston, S. C.
:
"Wby"ing water and one ounce of choice vanilla The
city held out stubbornly, and sevextract. Put half of the water in a I
"I suppose you think that any young
eral
ou it
attacks
stand
the
let
add
doublo boiler;
cocoa,
tuan who comes to this house at all is
were
repulsed.
moistto
for
a
few
undisturbed
minutes,
a .voung fool, but why?"
But Fort Wag•en the cocoa, and then stir thoroughly.
"Now, see here"—
Stir in the rest of the water and let cook ner, one of Its out"Is it because there are so many
Add
one hour, stirring
occasionally.
poets, fell in Sepgirls who have sensible fathers that
the sugar, stir until dissolved, then let tember, and aftcook for half an hour. When cold add er that the
any young man who calls on the
siege
the vanilla and strain through two thickdaughter of an 111 natured old curmudwas conducted at
Cover
nesses of cheese cloth into a jar.
geon is a young fool?"
and set aside for use as needed. To closer quarters.
"For goodness' sake"—
serve, shake the jar or stir the contents Charleston held
"But I suppose—(sob)—1 ought tothoroughly. Turn one-fourth a cup of out for 500 days
because
(sol>)
(gurglo—be grateful
the cocoa syrup into a coffee cup, add and did not suryou didu't «.-all him a fool to his face
one cup and a half of hot milk, stir and render until 1805.
I kuow you
for coming to see me.
serve at once.
The blockade of
me (boo-boo-hoot. but"despise
PUDDINO WITH APPLES OB DBIED FBUIT. Confederate
ports
But Maria was talking to space. The
Remove the crust from thin slices of was also becomfather had tied to the cyclone
choleric
stale bread and sproad the slicee with
ing more effective
butter. Put the bread in a baking pan,
cellar.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
every month, and
in alternate layers, with sliced apples or
fewer and fewer
cooked dried fruit (sprinkle unsweetenguant at vicksbcro
ed fruit with sugar); add a little salt, ships were able
The Tears In Books.
also spice if desired. Bake about an to elude it. This meant ever Increasing
It Is not hard to understand why.
hour. Serve hot with cream.
hardships for the southern people.
when a book makes you laugh, you
By the close of 1803 the Confederacy want to read It, and to read It over and
APPLE AND DATE SALAD.
had lost Kentucky, Teunessee, Arkan- over
But It Is rather puzzling
again
Pare and core about three choice apMissouri, the Rio Grande frontier to find that one also enjoys reading
ples. Cut them into match-like pieces; sas,
Missisof
the
the
control
of
Texas,
there should be about one pint. Squeeze
and rereading books that make one
the juice of half a lemon ovor the apple. sippi river and many etrongholds In want to cry
What can there be In us
As
Pour boiling water over half a pound of Florida, Louisiana and Mississippi.
that likes to be made to feel unhappy?
datex; separate them with a silver fork part of these captured regions had fur- In real life we don't
try to do things
and skim out upon an agate dish. Let ulshed a large quautlty of food for the
us suffer—not at all
dry off in a hot oven. When cold cut eouth, their loss was a great blow to that will make
But there are books that you cannot
each date into four or five etrips, rejectConfederate hopes.
think of once you have read them
ing the stones; sprinkle with one-fourth
be
subdued,
Until Virginia could
a teaspoonful of salt and three or four
without tears coming to your eyes, and
tablespoonfuls of olive oil. Mix the ap- however, there could be no hope of yet you will find that you love those
ple and date and set aside in a cool place such a peace. And Virginia, guarded books perhaps more than any others
about an hour. When ready to serve, by Lee. remained practically unconTo feel deeply is one of the l»esl
add a tablespoonful of lemon juice, and
querable. Only one man could achieve things in life, and there maybe lies
one or two tablespoonfuls of oil, if the
task.
the tremendous
the explanation of why we do love
Mix thoroughly.
mixture seems dry.
sad stories.
Serve in a bowl lined with lettuce hearts.
They make us unhappy
Th· Thirteener.
In a way, but they do not leave behind
TOMATO BABBIT.
man
A nervous little
stepped briskly any bitterness or sense of personal
Melt a tablespoonful of butter in a
into a Euclid avenue jewelry store loss. And they usually have a special
saucepan or the blazer of a chafing dish; tho other
morning with a medium beauty of their own.—St Nicholas.
add half a pound of cheese, grated or
his wing, says the
cut in thin slices, one-fourth a teaspoon- sized clock under
ful, each, of salt, soda and paprika, and Cleveland Plain Dealer. He placed
stir constantly, over hot water, nntil the tho chronometer on the counter, turn
eats
cheese is melted; add the beaten yolks ed the bands arouud to about one minof two eggs, mixed with half a cup of ute of 12 o'clock and told the expert
tomato puree (cooked tomatoes pressed behind the counter to listen. "It
keeps
through a sieve) and two tablespoonfuls perfect time," the customer said, "but
of pimentoes cut in small pieces. Stir
I want to And out If you notice anyuntil smooth and slightly thickened.
with the way it strikes."
Serve on crackers or bread toasted on thing wrong
The Jeweler listened. "There's notb
one side.
ing wrong," he replied, with a grin,
FBENCH BOLLS.
after the clock bad struck, "except
One pint of lnkewarm milk, 2 cakes of
a
instead of
Fleiscbmann's yeast, one-half cup granu- that she strikes thirteen
remedied."
can
be
That
twelve.
easily
lated sugar, 3 1-2 pints flour, 2 table·
spoonfuls butter, one-half teaspoonful of The customer looked as relieved as if
salt. In half the milk dissolve the yeast; he'd Just awnkened from a bad dream.
in the other half dissolve the sugar, salt "That's Just what I've always thought
most
and butter; then mix all together. Add ever since we've had the clock," he
flour gradually;
knead
thoroughly, burst forth. "I've always felt sure It
oover and set aside to rise for one and
struck thirteen. But no one else In the
one-half hours, or until very light. Then
was
roll out in oblong rolls, place in well- family ever spoke of it. and I
most
cause
greased pens and let rise in a warm place afraid to say anything about it for
fear there was something wrong with
free from draft, for about half an hour.
costs
Bake fifteen minutes in a hot oven.
my own works. Well, It's worth the
This makes three dozen.
Time, two price of having the thing repaired just
Packed In regular packages, 10c: also iu
and one-half to three hours.
to find out I was right"
54
family size packages. 25c.

Let

charge

In made (or berth§ λr.i,
Coast. Nominal
may be reserved In advance.
For fares, time tables, maps an<l relUble it.
formation, wriie
O. A. DO RAN, Agt, Q. T. Ry., South I'ar1«, Me

Farms. Send for free HatWe have thousand* of people wanting Maine
In our next catalog which will
ing blanks and get your farm advertised
our time, our
bo mailed to these farm buyer*. Our great system,

W. D. HUTCNINS CO.,

1910

S53.45.

t Can Got You Cash
for Your Farm

a

POINTS. ,Te

IPFBCT

Proportionately low rates are also «itfere4
to Colorado, Texas, Mexico, Montant (0j
many other Western Points.
TOURIST SLEEPING CARS
leave Montreal Mondays, Wednesday» ,ιηΊ Frî
days et 10:30 P. M for the accommodation fpU.
sengers holding first or second (·!».·.< tU '.fU to
Chicago and West thereof ae far a.· ill· I'scllic

Stuar Au

ELIXIR

ME.,

Feb. 28 to April 14,

In

In. MSI

TO

To Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver, Portlind
Nelson, Robson, Spokane, Tacom*, stn
Franclico, Los Angeles, Etc.,

handsome

SCS..

FROM

PARIS.

IN

an absolutely part *ad of
The ingredient* of which Tnu't Disk i* composed \bt
greatest care,
the highest quality. The compounding ii dooe with
being a reliable pharmaceutical preparation.
"
welt.
children
and
your
you
"Keeps

and the finest
simian going. Hours and hours be
and
would sit upon a barrel head
his
stroke bis face and whiskers with
monkey bands. He was so stuck up
that hardly any of his monkey brethren dared take liberties with him.
But one day some of the others
A fight
came nearer than he liked.
in
followed, In which all the monkeys
self

FARES

PACIFIC COAST

family remedy

Philadelphia zoo was a monthe ugliest that ever was
about
key,
In spite of bis
even for a monkey.
homely face this monkey thought himIn the

almost unbroken series of tri-

umphs, culminating with the attack

cup of corned codfish stand
The One Way Out.
Corner Main and
over
night In cold water. Drain
"This Polar controversy has stirred up
She—Why did he marry nor at all II
and remove all water by squeezing the
a lot of trouble."
fish in a cloth; add four beaten eggs, a be Intended Retting η divorce so speed"That's what it has," assented Uncle
He—Because he didn't think It
To Introduce our very complete Spring line of
of milk and half a teaspoonful of ily?
cup
"Why, some of these black
beautiful w >ol suiting», wash fabric», fancy Ooshall Hemlock.
pepper, and mix thoroughly. Cook would be honorable to break their enwalellng·, «like, eta, hokfs, lacee and petticoats. Plunkville people are now demanding
on a hot, well-oiled griddle. gagement-Kansas
All up to date Ν. T. City 1'atterne. Finest line on
City Journal.
affidavits on a story that I have been by spoonfuls
the market. Dealing direct with the mills you
Serve from the griddle.—Boston Cooking
We Do all Kinds of....
And our price· low. rraflu $10.00 to #30.00 week- telling for tbe past thirty years."
Sohool Magazine.
Let no man presume to give advice
ly. Samples and full Instructions picked In a
No
neat sample case shipped express prepaid.
Hnbby—They say the biggest idiots
for
Write
When sewing machine needles become to others who has not first given good
JOB PRINTING.
money required. Exclusive territory.
the
prettiest
girls.
marry
7-9 always
particulars. Re first to apply.
blunted rub tnem across a whetstone. counsel to himself.—Seneca.
Wife—0, Bob, yon flatter me.
Ν. Y·
At»· id A Forbes South Parts. Standard Drssi Goods Co., Dspt 1.1. Blnffaamtwi,

Danforth Sts.,

remember for years Injuries that have
of
been Inflicted on them. Strangest
to
all, they are as sensitive as a child
being laughed at and made fun of.

J

lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

/(

RAISINS, NUTS, ETC.
Chop fine half a cup of sultana raisins
and one-fourth a cup of pecan meats or
blanched almonds. Stir these with a
tablespoonful of lemon juice and a little
grated rind into a ten cent cream cheese.
Mix thoroughly. Shape in waxed paper.
Serve with beaten biscuit or toasted
crackers in place of a dessert dish.

Turpentine,

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

SL· m

CREAM CHEESE WITH

Brashes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Heath
λ* Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
include
Impervious,
paints

Roofing-The best of all

#

Experiments made on horses, doge,
well
Hons, elephants and monkeys as
can
show
they
beasts
other
u some

j

No. 836.—Musical Instruments Rebus.

Varnishes,

VHILB the

LOW

SOUTH

That will never do. How are you
brain
going to stand a busy day if yourWhat
is hampered by a weak body?
That
keeps
you need is True'S Elixir,
in
perfect condistomach and digestion
tion—gives zest to the appetite, sparkle True'S
to the eye and steady nerves. For 60 years
and
Elixir has been taken by "run down" people
constihas been found to restore lost appetite, relieve
Good for
pation, biliousness, headache and nervousness.
worms—the
everybody, young and old Sure to expel
in the world. Get a bottle and use it
best

be scared almost to death with little
as
fool things nobody would think of
and
frightful; also that they love, bate

By Albeit Payton Terhune
mm

J

j

My first has never stood on foot,
Nor has It ever taken root.
My second is always In the wrong
And very harsh If In a song.
My third, when struck upon the head.
Will quickly seek Its narrow bed.
My fourth Is for myself alone.

ters of the titles of the poems are
mixed with the letters which form
authors' names. Thus. Ether Van.
Dean Rolla rage, is an anagram
"The Raven." by Edgar Allan I'oe.
1. "Her India Dress," by Athan

HAM

Grant and Vicksburg.

In favor of some equally Inefleader. But Grant In the southbeaten solid. Turn the mixture into a west had been working away steadily
well-buttered melon mold, three pint in his own silent, unpretentious fashsize. Set the mold on several folds of ! ion.
winning a long line of victories
in boilpaper in a baking pao, and pour
for the Union. lie bad prevented the
three
two
or
of
the
to
water
depth
ing
Confederates from winning a lasting
inches. Let cook, without boiling the
in Kentucky, had taken Shiwater, until the center is firm. Uumuld foothold
on a hot platter.
Pipe green puree loh, Corinth and Forte Henry and
around the mousse and serve at once, ! Donelson und had continued to wrench
with a hot cream or tomato sauce.
the southwest from the Confederacy

No. 834.—Riddle.

large stock of Pianos that have been rented but one season
This
and shall close them out at very low prices tor the next sixty days.
offerbeen
has
ever
that
a
or
to obtain
is the best
organ
piano
I have

Pare six potatoes, wash, oat in pieces
and put over the fire with two peeled
and sliced onions and two quarts of
water. Add also part of a sonp bag or
half a cap of celery leaves. Let cook
nearly an hoar. Press through a sieve;
add a tablespoonful or more of beef extract, a cup of cream and salt and pepper
If stock made from remnants
as needed.
of roast meat or from boiled lamb or
beef be at hand, use it instead of water
and omit the beef extract.

War.

teaspoonful of pepper and mix thorough- posed
ly, then fold in one cap of double cream, ficient

begun.

Sale !

Clearance

Paroid

discipline complete.

II.
My first to me's Important quite;
kitchen's
In
found;
next
My
To do my third can ne'er be right;
My last lives In the ground.
My whole belongs to every age
Since first man loved to roam.
He's played his part on every stage
And called all places home.

B

Our

a

XXXIX.-Civil

SOUP.

GRAND TRUNK systTJ

What! Can't Eat?

His Whiskers, ι

Our Country.

Recipe·.

an

No. 832.—Charades.

To gain

The Wars of

toptoa of Interest to the ladles
Correspondence
U solicited. Address: Kdltor HqmkmakW
Oxford
Democrat, Sooth Puis, Me.
Coldxh,
on

POTATO

A Monkey and

Nichols St.,

Place
At

SOUTH PARIS.

For
a

Sale

Bargain.

One of the best email place* In I'arie.
Eight
flnthc<l and four unfinished room·, plenty of
cloeet room, good cellar, city and well water,
goo<l large g»rden «pot, chance for 100 hen»,
several good bearing app'e and pear tree*.
House 1» warm and pleasant and In good condition, stable for two hones, carriage room and
wood shed all under cover except hen house.
Close to and between two Tillages, good neighbors, good place to get work ana to send children
to school, electric car passes. This place close
to the fair grounds.
Will sell or trade for a

good small farm.
3tf

MBS.

L. ▲. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Me.

fildtey R. Fsrnum, late of Paris, dece.v 1
will and iKt'tlon for probate thereof pi
by Frank S. Farnum, the executor therelt
named.

Joseph Douglass, late of Porter, de.-eii- l
petition that (ïeorge Κ. Davis or ·<
suitable person be appointed as admit'.
of the estate of said deceased presented by A iu
E. Lockiln, daughter.
Thaddeus V, Session·, late of Milton I'1
tailon, decease·! ; petition for an allow.n;
of personal estate presented by llattle
slons, widow.

lC

>Vlrt 8. IHeKenney of Parle, a minor, >-tl
tlun for license to sell »ml convey reel .-.tU
presented by Frank P. McKenney, guarllai..

edj

Heorce C. Morrill, late of Sumner, decea
petltlun for license to sell and convey ml
estate presented by Katie B. Morrill, adm'nl*
tratrtx.

Miller Back of Buckflell, ward; final arc·«tint
presented for allowance by Alfred (·>·«.
guardian.
(■corse C. Morrill, late of Sumner, deeeaie·!.
petition for an allowance out of pers-O»]
estate presented by Katie B. Morrill, wl tj*
ADDISON E. HEliRlCK, Judge of said Co .A true copy—Attest
VLBF.KT D. PAKE. Re el su
NOTICE.

h«
The subecrlber hereby gives notice that
the
of
been
executor
appolnte<i
duly
last will and testament of
ORDESSA M. ROWKER, late of Path·.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All per
1
sons having demands against the estate of
deceased are desired to
the same for ·<*

present

tlement, and all Indebted thereto are reque-te·'
to make payment Immediately.
Feb. 15th, 1910.
JAMES E. ROWKF.R-

NOTICE.
The subecrlber hereby gives notice that »h«
has been duly appointed administratrix of in'
estate of
JAMES J. SLATTERY, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and gl*<®
bonds as the law directs.
All persons ha*lni
demands against the estate of said deceve-i
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to ma«

payment Immediately.
Jan. 18th, 1910.
AQNES M. SLATTERY·
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that I*
has been duly appointed administrator wltt
the will annexed or the estate of
ISAAC HOWK, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glrrn
All persons having
bonds aa the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, an<l
all Indebted thereto are requested to mak«
α„ <
payment Immediately.
A. MONT CHASE,
feb. 8U», 1910:

A

